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Foreword

It’s a well known fact that health care workers (HCWs) are at high risk of contracting tuberculosis 
	4"
�IN�ALL�SETTINGS�IN�WHICH�THEY�ÞND�THEMSELVES��(OWEVER�IT�IS�BOTH�EVIDENT�AND�UNFORTUNATE�THAT�
there is very little done by health systems, health managers, administrators and HCWs themselves 
to reduce this risk. 

)N�RECENT�TIMES�REPORTED�OUTBREAKS�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�HAVE�RAISED�CONCERNS�ABOUT�THE�RELEVANCE�
OF�4"�INFECTION�CONTROL�	)#
�INTERVENTIONS�IN�HEALTH�CARE�SETTINGS�AND�FACILITIES��4O�THIS�END�THERE�
IS�NO�REASON�WHY�THE�PREVALENCE�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�SHOULD�NOT�BE�MONITORED�AS�PART�OF�4"�)#�
interventions. 

)N�LIGHT�OF�THIS�)�RECOMMEND�THIS�GUIDE�TO�FELLOW�.ATIONAL�4UBERCULOSIS�0ROGRAM�	.40
�MANAGERS�
AS�PART�OF�GLOBAL�EFFORTS�TO�PRESERVE�HUMAN�RESOURCES�IN�GLOBAL�4"�CONTROL��4HIS�GUIDE�IS�THE�
product of years of painstaking research, as well as debates and discussions about monitoring 
THE�PREVALENCE�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S��4HE�BURDEN�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�REßECTS�IN�A�SUBTLE�WAY�THE�
QUALITY�OF�THE�4"�PROGRAM�IN�EACH�COUNTRY��)T�IS�THEREFORE�IMPORTANT�THAT�EACH�.40�MONITORS�THE�
PREVALENCE�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�CONTRIBUTING�TO�THE�GLOBAL�ÞGHT�AGAINST�4"��

This guide is directed at everyone who is responsible for HCWs at all levels and in all places, 
INCLUDING�.40�MANAGERS�.ATIONAL�Ø)$3�#ONTROL�0ROGRAM�MANAGERS�THOSE�RESPONSIBLE�FOR�
Infection Prevention and Control Programs, those responsible for Occupational Health and Safety, 
LABOR�INSPECTORS�EPIDEMIOLOGISTS�4"�&OCAL�0ERSONS�AND�FRONTLINE�(#7S�THEMSELVES��-EASURING�
THE�4"�PREVALENCE�AMONG�(#7S�PROVIDES�THE�NECESSARY�INFORMATION�TO�GUIDE�.40S�IN�THE�
development of interventions to protect HCWs and helps to improve programming, enabling the 
TAILORING�OF�.40�INTERVENTIONS�TO�ENSURE�THE�ADEQUATE�PROTECTION�OF�ALL�(#7S�

$R��.II�.ORTEY�(ANSON�.ORTEY
Deputy Programme Manager
.ATIONAL�4"�#ONTROL�0ROGRAM
Accra, Ghana
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Glossary 

(Terms as used in this document) 
Guideline(s) A WHO guideline is any document, whatever its 

title, that contains WHO recommendations about 
health interventions, whether they be clinical, 
public health or policy interventions. 

Healthcare Services provided to individuals or communities 
by agents of the health services or professions 
to promote, maintain, monitor, or restore health. 
Healthcare is not limited to medical care, which 
implies therapeutic action by or under the 
supervision of a physician. 

Healthcare facility Any structure used to deliver healthcare (see 
DEÞNITION�OF�(EALTHCARE�ABOVE
�

Healthcare worker (HCW) All people engaged in actions whose primary 
intent is to enhance health. For the scope of this 
guide, only paid HCWs are taken into account and 
workers and cleaners working in a health facility 
should also be included. 

High-burden Country One of the 22 countries which together account 
FOR�APPROXIMATELY�����OF�ALL�NEW�4"�CASES�ARISING�
each year. 
4HE�7(/�ALSO�IDENTIÞES�ANOTHER����HIGH�-$2�4"�
burden countries that concentrate more than 85% 
OF�-$2�4"�CASES�EMERGING�GLOBALLY��

Incidence 4HE�NUMBER�OF�NEW�AND�RECURRENT�CASES�OF�4"�
(all forms) occurring in a given year per 100,000 
population. Incidence should ideally have person-
time in the denominator. Recurrent cases are those 
SUCCESSFULLY�TREATED�FOR�4"�IN�THE�PAST�AND�WHO�
DEVELOP�A�NEW�EPISODE�OF�4"�AS�A�RESULT�OF�TRUE�
relapse or re-infection. 

Indicator A summary statistic that informs about the status 
or progress of a process.

Infection Control (IC) A combination of measures aimed at minimizing 
THE�RISK�OF�4"�TRANSMISSION�WITHIN�POPULATIONS��

Monitoring The intermittent performance and analysis of 
routine measurements, aimed at detecting 
changes in the environment or health status of 
populations. 

-ULTIDRUG�2ESISTANT�TUBERCULOSIS�	-$2�4"
� Strains of Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex 
showing in-vitro resistance to at least isoniazid and 
rifampicin. 

.ATIONAL�4"�0ROGRAM�	.40
� 4HE�OFÞCIAL�AUTHORITY�RESPONSIBLE�FOR�CONTROL�OF�4"�
in the country. 

.OTIÞCATION�RATE� .UMBER�OF�ALL�4"�CASES�REGISTERED�DURING�A�
SPECIÞED�PERIOD�	USUALLY�ONE�YEAR
�AND�NOTIÞED�
to the national health authorities per 100,000 
population. 
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.OTIÞCATION�RATE�OF�NEW�SMEAR�POSITIVE�4"�
cases 

.UMBER�OF�PREVIOUSLY�UNTREATED�SPUTUM�SMEAR�
POSITIVE�4"�PATIENTS�REGISTERED�DURING�A�SPECIÞED�
PERIOD�	USUALLY�ONE�YEAR
�AND�NOTIÞED�TO�THE�
national health authorities per 100,000 population.

Occupational disease An illness associated with a particular occupation 
or industry. 

Prevalence .UMBER�OF�4"�CASES�	ALL�FORMS
�PER��������
population at a given point in time. 

Risk groups A group of individuals in the population with 
INCREASED�LIKELIHOOD�OF�INFECTION�WITH�4"��Ø�SUBSET�
of this group may be at increased risk of drug-
RESISTANT�4"�STRAINS�SUCH�AS�CONTACTS�OF�-$2�4"�
patients. 
This term is to be distinguished from other groups 
WHO�ARE�MORE�LIKELY�TO�DEVELOP�ACTIVE�4"�OR�TO�
SUFFER�ADVERSE�OUTCOMES�OF�4"�DISEASE��

Screening 4HE�PRESUMPTIVE�IDENTIÞCATION�OF�UNRECOGNIZED�
disease or defect by the application of tests, 
examinations or other procedures which can be 
applied rapidly. Screening tests sort out apparently 
well persons who probably have a disease from 
those who probably do not. A screening test is not 
intended to be diagnostic. 

Surveillance Systematic ongoing collection, collation and 
analysis of data and the timely dissemination of 
information to those who need to know, so that 
action can be taken 

4UBERCULOSIS�	4"
� Active disease attributable to Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis complex, typically affecting the lungs 
and airways in which case it is directly transmissible 
through droplet. For the scope of this document, 
THIS�TERM�DOES�NOT�INCLUDE�LATENT�4"�INFECTION��

8PERT�-4"�2)&� A test that employs automated real-time nucleic 
ACID�AMPLIÞCATION�TECHNOLOGY�FOR�RAPID�AND�
SIMULTANEOUS�DETECTION�OF�4"�AND�RIFAMPICIN�
resistance. 

References

1. Last JM. A Dictionary of Epidemiology. 4th ed. Oxford University Press, 2001.
2. World Health Organization



Chapter 1: Rationale, Indications and Scope

1.1 Rationale

)T�HAS�BEEN�PROVEN�THAT�IN�MANY�SETTINGS�THE�BURDEN�OF�TUBERCULOSIS�	4"
�IS�HIGHER�AMONG�
healthcare workers (HCWs) than among the general population [Menzies 2007, Joshi 2006, 
"AUSSANO�����=��)T�IS�VERY�IMPORTANT�TO�PREVENT�THE�TRANSMISSION�OF�4"�IN�FACILITIES�THEREBY�
PREVENTING�4"�AMONG�(#7S��4HE�BURDEN�OF�4"�DISEASE�AMONG�(#7S�SHOULD�BE�MONITORED�
REGULARLY�THEREFORE�A�GUIDE�TO�MONITOR�ACTIVE�4"�DISEASE�INCIDENCE�AMONG�(#7S�THROUGH�ROUTINE�
SURVEILLANCE�HAS�BEEN�DEVELOPED�BY�THE�4"�#Ø2%�CONSORTIUM�	HTTP���TBCARE�NET
�	4OOL��
��

4HIS�ALONE�MAY�NOT�BE�ENOUGH��#OUNTRIES�MAY�WANT�TO�MEASURE�ADDITIONAL�ESTIMATES�OF�4"�BURDEN�
AMONG�(#7S��4HESE�MAY�INCLUDE�ESTIMATES�OF�4"�INFECTION�DISEASE�AND�MORTALITY��4HIS�GUIDE�
FOCUSES�ON�4"�DISEASE�	3EE�PARAGRAPH�����ON�3COPE
�

2OUTINE�SURVEILLANCE�OF�ACTIVE�4"�DISEASE�AMONG�(#7S�LEADS�TO�AN�ESTIMATE�OF�4"�INCIDENCE��
2OUTINE�SURVEILLANCE�COULD�BE�SUPPLEMENTED�BY�SPECIÞC�SURVEYS�OF�THE�PREVALENCE�OF�ACTIVE�
4"�AMONG�(#7S��4HIS�WOULD�BE�SIMILAR�TO�ROUTINE�4"�NOTIÞCATION�WHICH�IS�SUPPLEMENTED�BY�
PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�;7(/�����=��4HIS�GUIDE�DESCRIBES�WHY�WHEN�AND�HOW�TO�DO�A�PREVALENCE�
SURVEY�OF�4"�DISEASE�AMONG�(#7S�BY�ACTIVE�CASE�ÞNDING�	4OOL��
�AND�WHAT�THE�LIMITATIONS�OF�
such prevalence surveys are. Table 1 outlines the differences between Tool 1 and Tool 2.

Table 1. Differences between Tool 1 and Tool 2
Tool 1 Tool 2 

Scope 3URVEILLANCE�-�%� Survey, research 
#ASE�ÞNDING� Passive and/or active Active

Data collected by .40�&ACILITIES�OTHER�-INISTRIES�	THAN�
Health) Research team 

How often Regular, continuous Once, or every 3-5 years; for 
research purposes 

Outcome )NCIDENCE�OF�ACTIVE�4"

0REVALENCE�OF�ACTIVE�4"�
characteristics of undetected 

cases, risk or predictive factors 
OF�BEING�PREVALENT�4"�CASES�

Variables to collect Few Many 
Facilities to cover* All Sample 

Selection of participants All people in health care sector (see 
chapter 3) Random selection of those 

�)T�IS�ALSO�POSSIBLE�TO�ONLY�DO�SURVEILLANCE�IN�SELECTED�FACILITIES�SUCH�AS�	4"
�HOSPITALS�-$2�WARDS�
and laboratories.

4HIS�GUIDE�FOCUSES�ON�4"�DISEASE�RATHER�THAN�4"�INFECTION�	SEE�PARAGRAPH�����SCOPE
��-ANY�
STUDIES�HAVE�BEEN�DONE�ON�MEASURING�THE�PREVALENCE�AND�INCIDENCE�OF�LATENT�4"�INFECTION�
	,4")
�AMONG�(#7S�;*OSHI�"AUSSANO=��3EVERAL�STUDIES�IN�MIDDLE�	�������������
�AND�HIGH�
	������������
�INCIDENCE�COUNTRIES�MEASURED�THE�INCIDENCE�OF�4"�DISEASE�AMONG�(#7S�
BY�RETROSPECTIVE�COHORTS�;*OSHI������"AUSSANO�����=�BUT�ONLY�A�FEW�IN�PROSPECTIVE�COHORTS�
;*IAMRAJARASANGI�4HAILAND������2AO�)NDIA�����=�AND�THEY�USED�MAINLY�PASSIVE�CASE�ÞNDING�
METHODS��/NLY�THREE�PUBLISHED�STUDIES�REPORTED�MEASURING�THE�EFFECT�OF�4"�INFECTION�CONTROL�	4"�
)#
�MEASURES�ON�4"�BURDEN�AMONG�(#7S�;(ARRIES������9ANAI������2OTH�����=�AND�THEY�FOUND�A�
DECREASE�IN�,4")�BUT�NOT�IN�4"�DISEASE�
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1.2 Indications

$ATA�FROM�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�CAN�LEAD�TO�COUNTRY��OR�HEALTH�FACILITY��SPECIÞC�
policy evaluation, policy revision and action. A country may decide to do a prevalence survey on 
4"�DISEASE�AMONG�(#7S�IN�THE�FOLLOWING�SITUATIONS�

1. 4HERE�IS�NO�INFORMATION�AVAILABLE�ON�4"�AMONG�(#7S�AND�NO�ROUTINE�SURVEILLANCE�IN�PLACE�AND�
it is not possible to implement a surveillance system in the short term. There is a need for a 
BASELINE�SURVEY�FOR�ADVOCACY�TO�START�ROUTINE�SCREENING�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S

2. 2OUTINE�SURVEILLANCE�OF�ACTIVE�4"�DISEASE�AMONG�(#7S�IS�IN�PLACE�BUT�IT�IS�SUSPECTED�THAT�
THIS�SYSTEM�MAY�NOT�BE�FUNCTIONING�PROPERLY��ØLTHOUGH�(#7S�MAY�HAVE�BETTER�ACCESS�TO�4"�
diagnosis and treatment than the general population, they are less likely to take part in routine 
4"�SCREENING�SYSTEMS�BECAUSE�OF�STIGMA�AND�MORE�LIKELY�TO�SEEK�CARE�FROM�PROVIDERS�WHO�DO�
NOT�REPORT�TO�THE�.40��4HEREFORE�.40S�MAY�HAVE�INCOMPLETE�DATA�ON�4"�AMONG�(#7S� 

a. A prevalence survey may highlight where cases have been missed by routine screening and/
or challenges HCWs face accessing health facilities or the under-utilization of health facilities 
by HCWs 

b. Since prevalence surveys often have add-on in-depth interviews, they may also identify 
issues surrounding stigma and its possible causes 

3UCH�INFORMATION�CAN�HELP�TO�IMPROVE�ACTIVE�CASE�ÞNDING�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�LEAD�TO�EARLIER�
case detection, improve HCW access to the appropriate facilities for diagnosis, treatment and 
SUPPORT�SERVICES�AS�WELL�AS�COMBATING�STIGMA��4HE�INFORMATION�CAN�ALSO�BE�USED�TO�ÞNE�TUNE�
THE�RECORDING�AND�REPORTING�OF�4"�CASES�AMONG�(#7S�AND�BETTER�SURVEILLANCE�OF�THE�CADRE��
Gaps in the system may be assessed in part, by a smaller study, e.g. by interviewing HCWs on 
WHETHER�OR�NOT�THEY�PARTICIPATE�IN�(#7S�SCREENING�AND�WHY�AND�WHETHER�THEY�HAD�4"�IN�THE�
past.

3. To identify areas within health facilities which pose more risk for nosocomial transmission to 
(#7S�FOR�EXAMPLE�EMERGENCY�ROOMS�OUTPATIENT�DEPARTMENTS�()6�COUNSELING�ROOMS�4"�
culture laboratories, X-ray departments, etc. The information can be used to focus infection 
CONTROL�	)#
�EFFORTS�ON�THESE�HIGHER�RISK�AREAS��)T�MAY�ALSO�BE�POSSIBLE�THAT�4"�DISEASE�RISK�DOES�
NOT�DIFFER�BETWEEN�DEPARTMENTS��HENCE�4"�)#�SHOULD�BE�SCALED�UP�ACROSS�THE�FACILITY��)T�MAY�
HELP�TO�IMPROVE�WORKPLACE�POLICIES�AND�PRACTICES�ON�4"�CONTROL�IMPROVE�)#�MEASURES�AND�
MINIMIZE�THE�RISK�OF�NOSOCOMIAL�4"�TRANSMISSION�AMONG�(#7

4. 7HEN�IMPLEMENTING�4"�)#�MEASURES�AND�WISHING�TO�EVALUATE�THEIR�IMPACT�IN�A�MORE�SCIENTIÞC�
way, there may be a need for a baseline and repeat survey. The repeat survey should be at 
LEAST�����YEARS�AFTER�THE�IMPLEMENTATION�OF�4"�)#�MEASURES��IN�ORDER�FOR�A�POSSIBLE�EFFECT�ON�
transmission also affecting disease (see Chapter 5). If two cross-sectional prevalence surveys 
are done some years apart and there is strong monitoring in between, this effectively becomes 
A�COHORT�STUDY�WHICH�ALLOWS�THE�INCIDENCE�OF�NEW�ACTIVE�4"�SINCE�THE�BASELINE�SURVEY�TO�BE�
MEASURED�;SEE�*OSHI�2�ET�AL��%2*�����=

5. If a nationwide prevalence survey among the general population has been carried out, the 
PREVALENCE�OF�4"�IN�(#7S�CAN�BE�COMPARED�TO�THE�PREVALENCE�IN�THE�GENERAL�POPULATION� 
 

ØLTHOUGH�GUIDELINES�FOR�POPULATION�BASED�4"�DISEASE�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�EXIST�	7(/�
Tuberculosis Prevalence Surveys: a handbook), these cannot readily be used for measuring 
THE�PREVALENCE�OF�4"�DISEASE�AMONG�(#7S�SPECIÞC�ADAPTATIONS�ARE�NEEDED��4HIS�GUIDE�IS�
INTENDED�TO�PROVIDE�THAT�GUIDANCE�FOR�THE�SPECIÞC�SETTING�OF�(#7S��4HIS�GUIDE�SHOULD�BE�
USED�IN�COMBINATION�WITH�THE�7(/�4"�0REVALENCE�3URVEYS��Ø�(ANDBOOK�;7(/�����=��4HE�
concepts and methods described in the WHO handbook are not duplicated in this guide.
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7HEN�POSSIBLE�SURVEYS�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�SHOULD�BE�COMBINED�WITH�THOSE�FOR�ANOTHER�DISEASE�
SUCH�AS�()6�(EPATITIS�"�OR�NON�COMMUNICABLE�DISEASES��4HE�PREVALENCE�OF�OTHER�DISEASES�IS�
usually higher, so for those diseases a lower sample size is needed. The relatively low prevalence 
OF�4"�WILL�DETERMINE�THE�SAMPLE�SIZE��)T�IS�RECOMMENDED�IN�HIGH�()6�SETTINGS�TO�COMBINE�A�
PREVALENCE�SURVEY�FOR�4"�WITH�A�PREValence survey on HIV. 

1.3 Scope 

This guide is meant for both middle and high incidence countries (> 50/100,000), as the burden 
OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�IS�USUALLY�TOO�LOW�TO�DO�A�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�IN�LOW�INCIDENCE�COUNTRIES��Ø�
very large sample size (> 100,000) would be needed for a precise estimate to be determined. 

4HIS�GUIDE�FOCUSES�ON�4"�DISEASE�RATHER�THAN�4"�INFECTION�BECAUSE��
a. In most high incidence countries more than half the adults have been infected with 

-YCOBACTERIUM�TUBERCULOSIS�	-4"
��4HEREFORE�THE�PREVALENCE�OF�INFECTION�AMONG�(#7S�IS�
unlikely to differ from that in the general population, although useful studies have been done 
among medical and nursing students 

b. Surveys of infection have been done repeatedly, and therefore many example protocols are 
AVAILABLE�;"AUSSANO������*OSHI�����=��3URVEYS�OF�INFECTION�HAVE�ALSO�BEEN�DONE�USING�)'2ØS�
;:WERLING�����=

c. 4HE�DIFÞCULTY�IN�MEASURING�INFECTION�IN�(IGH�4"�BURDEN�SETTING�DUE�TO�HIGH�"#'�COVERAGE�THE�
INßUENCE�OF�-/44�AND�THE�LIMITED�PREDICTIVE�VALUES�OF�NEW�TESTS�SUCH�AS�)'2Ø�;2ANGAKA�����=�

)N�THIS�GUIDE�REFERENCE�IS�REPEATEDLY�MADE�TO�THE�METHODOLOGY�IN�THE�7(/�4"�0REVALENCE�
3URVEYS��Ø�(ANDBOOK�;7(/�����=��4HE�4"�#Ø2%�FRAMEWORK�ON�4"�)#�ALREADY�INCLUDES�SOME�
EXAMPLES�OF�COLLECTING�DATA�ON�4"�AMONG�(#7S�BUT�DOES�NOT�GIVE�ENOUGH�DETAIL�FOR�A�FULL�
PREVALENCE�SURVEY�;4"�#Ø2%�)�����=��

Ø�LARGE�SCALE�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�AMONG�(#7S�HAS�BOTH�THE�ASPECTS�OF�REGULAR�ÞELD�SETTINGS�
AND�OF�RESEARCH�SETTINGS��"OTH�ARE�DISCUSSED�IN�THE�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�HANDBOOK�AND�THIS�
GUIDE��4HE�COMBINATION�OF�REGULAR�ÞELD�SETTINGS�AND�RESEARCH�HAS�FOR�EXAMPLE�AN�INßUENCE�ON�
LOGISTICS�ACCESS�TO�LABORATORY�SERVICES�AND�THE�FOLLOW�UP�OF�DETECTED�	POSSIBLE
�4"�SUSPECTS�
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Chapter 2: Objectives and Limitations 

2.1 Objectives 

The objectives of a prevalence survey among HCWs can be the following: 

1. 4O�ESTIMATE�THE�PREVALENCE�OF�4"�DISEASE�AMONG�(#7S��4HIS�MAY�INCLUDE�THE�POINT�PREVALENCE�
	4HE�PROPORTION�OF�(#7S�WHICH�HAVE�4"�DISEASE�ON�THE�DAY�OF�THE�SURVEY
�AND�OR�THE�LIFETIME�
PREVALENCE�	4HE�PROPORTION�OF�(#7S�WHICH�HAVE�EVER�HAD�4"�DISEASE
��4HE�LATTER�IS�EASIER�TO�
COLLECT�BUT�WILL�ONLY�GIVE�A�PROXY�OF�THE�4"�PREVALENCE��3UB�OBJECTIVES�MAY�BE�
a. To validate routine surveillance systems, and to understand the strengths and weaknesses in 

THE�SYSTEM��2OUTINE�SURVEILLANCE�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�MAY�UNDERESTIMATE�ACTUAL�DISEASE�RATES�
and usually collects a limited number of variables. In a prevalence survey we can assess what 
PROPORTION�OF�CASES�HAVE�PREVIOUSLY�BEEN�NOTIÞED�BY�THE�ROUTINE�SYSTEM�

b. 4O�ANALYZE�THE�ECONOMIC�AND�PSYCHOLOGICAL�EFFECTS�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�AND�THE�POSSIBLE�
BARRIERS�TO�CARE�FOR�4"�CASES�AMONG�(#7S� This is possible when adding to the prevalence 
SURVEY�INTERVIEWS�WITH�(#7S�DIAGNOSED�WITH�4"��Ø�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�MAY�BE�USED�TO�GAIN�
A�BETTER�UNDERSTANDING�OF�WHY�(#7S�WITH�4"�ARE�NOT�BEING�DIAGNOSED�AND�OR�NOTIÞED�TO�
.40S��)T�MAY�ALSO�ASSIST�IN�THE�DESIGN�OF�STRATEGIES�TO�ACHIEVE�EARLIER�AND�MORE�COMPLETE�
DETECTION�OF�4"�CASES��

c. To collect more information in order to adjust for confounding factors in estimating disease 
RATES�BY�RISK�FACTORS�	E�G��ON�EXPOSURE�LEVEL�SUCH�AS�CADRE�AND�TYPE�OF�WORK�PREVIOUS�4"�
etc). For example, a survey can identify in which type of facilities or professions, cases 
among HCWs have been missed by the routine surveillance system. Repeat surveys (with 
AN�INTERVAL�OF�THREE�TO�ÞVE�YEARS
�ALLOW�FOR�THE�MEASUREMENT�OF�TRENDS�IN�THE�BURDEN�OF�4"�
among HCWs. 

d. )N�A�COUNTRY�WHERE�(#7�SCREENING�IS�NOT�APPLIED�AND�SURVEILLANCE�OF�THE�BURDEN�OF�4"�
among HCWs does not take place, a prevalence survey can be useful in advocating for the 
provision of better care for HCWs, and the start-up of a routine screening program. There 
may also be cheaper options for use in advocacy, such as using famous people who have or 
HAVE�HAD�4"�� 

2. 4O�ASSESS�THE�IMPACT�OF�4"�)#�MEASURES��Ø�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�BEFORE�AND�AFTER�THE�
IMPLEMENTATION�OF�4"�)#�MEASURES�GIVES�COMPLEMENTARY�INFORMATION�TO�ROUTINE�SURVEILLANCE�
OF�4"�IN�(#7S��#ROSS�SECTIONAL�COMPARISONS�OF�ROUTINE�SURVEILLANCE�OF�INCIDENCE�OF�4"�AMONG�
(#7S�	4OOL��
�AND�A�ROUTINE�ASSESSMENT�OF�THE�IMPLEMENTATION�OF�4"�)#�MEASURES�CAN�GIVE�AN�
ESTIMATE�OF�A�POSSIBLE�ASSOCIATION�BETWEEN�4"�INCIDENCE�AND�4"�)#��4HESE�COMPARISONS�CAN�BE�
improved by using prevalence surveys, since more variables can be collected and data is more 
reliable. These variables may assist in assessing the plausibility that any measured impact on 
4"�DISEASE�BURDEN�IS�DUE�TO�4"�)#�MEASURES��0REVALENCE�SURVEYS�CAN�BE�USED�BY�THE�.40�AND�
occupational health services to evaluate IC interventions and develop policies. When repeat 
SURVEYS�ARE�DONE�WITH�A�QUESTION�ON�WHETHER�THE�(#7�WAS�DIAGNOSED�WITH�4"�IN�BETWEEN�THE�
SURVEYS�THE�4"�INCIDENCE�CAN�BE�ESTIMATED�;*OSHI�����=�

This guide focuses on baseline prevalence surveys (Objective 1); and gives some references for 
impact surveys (Objective 2), as for the latter a more extensive research protocol is needed.

2.2 Limitations of Prevalence Surveys Among HCWs

Prevalence surveys are part of research methodology. Research cannot replace routine 
SURVEILLANCE�OF�(#7S��2OUTINE�SURVEILLANCE�SHOULD�BE�A�ÞRST�PRIORITY�OF�COUNTRIES�CONSIDERING�
ASSESSING�THE�BURDEN�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S��
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Limitations can be split between those for incidental prevalence surveys (objective 1) and those of 
impact surveys (objective 2). For each limitation, possible solutions are given.

a. Incidental Prevalence Surveys

1. 3INCE�ROUTINE�SURVEILLANCE�ESTIMATES�4"�INCIDENCE�WHILE�A�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�MEASURES�
PREVALENCE�THE���ESTIMATES�ARE�NOT�NECESSARILY�COMPARABLE��0REVALENCE�IS�USUALLY�DEÞNED�AS�
incidence multiplied duration of disease. Since the duration of diagnosable disease (e.g. being 
sputum positive or culture positive) is highly variable, this calculation cannot easily be made 
;SEE�FOOTNOTE�PAGE���7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK=��0ATTERNS�OF�CASES�CAN�BE�
COMPARED�SUCH�AS�THE�PROPORTION�OF�4"�CASES�IN�DIFFERENT�SETTINGS�E�G��IN�LARGE�HOSPITALS�VERSUS�
smaller health care facilities and/or patterns in the differences between healthcare cadres. 

2. Large sample sizes are needed for accurate estimates of prevalence, unless the sampling 
fraction is high or all the HCWs in a country are included, therefore such studies may only 
BE�POSSIBLE�IN�COUNTRIES�WITH�HIGH�4"�INCIDENCE��)N�SMALLER�COUNTRIES�ALL�(#7S�MAY�NEED�TO�
be included. Smaller sample sizes limit the possibility to adjust the prevalence for different 
settings and risk levels and confounders for these risk levels (such as age) at the same time. 
3AMPLE�SIZES�MAY�BE�SMALLER�WHEN�ONLY�ASKING�ABOUT�LIFETIME�PREVALENCE�OF�4"�DISEASE�RATHER�
than point prevalence; but limits the options of associating prevalence with current work 
locations. Further, it is possible to choose a limited geographical survey in selected high-risk 
facilities/areas; obviously this would not give a nationwide estimate, but only an estimate for 
the selected area/facilities. 

3. 7HEN�THE�INTENTION�IS�TO�COMPARE�THE�4"�PREVALENCE�IN�THE�GENERAL�POPULATION�WITH�THAT�OF�
HCWs, the following aspects should be taken into account:  
(a) surveys among general population are rare (although some are currently being done) 
(b) age range may differ 
	C
�METHODOLOGY�OF�CASE�ÞNDING�MAY�DIFFER 
	D
�EXPOSURE�AND�RISK�FACTOR�PROÞLES�DIFFER�	FOR�EXAMPLE�A�lHEALTHY�WORKER�EFFECTm�VERSUS�THE�
HIGHER�EXPOSURE�OF�(#7S�TO�4"
��ØDJUSTMENTS�CAN�BE�MADE�IN�THE�CALCULATIONS�IN�ORDER�TO�
compare the two. 

4. 0REVALENCE�SURVEYS�MAY�DETECT�CASES�EARLIER�DUE�TO�ACTIVE�CASE�ÞNDING��)T�IS�THEREFORE�LIKELY�
that a small proportion of cases detected were not yet known to the health system. It is not 
known what proportion is acceptable, but a high proportion of previously undetected cases 
INDICATES�GAPS�IN�THE�ROUTINE�SURVEILLANCE�SYSTEM��3INCE�(#7S�MAY�HAVE�BETTER�ACCESS�TO�4"�
diagnosis than the general population; it is likely that the proportion of undetected cases is 
lower than that in the general population. On the other hand, since HCWs may more often be 
DIAGNOSED�BY�THE�PRIVATE�SECTOR�AND�THE�PRIVATE�SECTOR�OFTEN�UNDER�NOTIÞES�THE�.40�(#7S�
WITH�DIAGNOSED�4"�MAY�BE�NOTIÞED�LESS�OFTEN�THAN�4"�CASES�AMONG�THE�GENERAL�POPULATION� 

5. 4HERE�ARE�LIMITED�SCREENING�METHODS�AVAILABLE�FOR�EXTRA�PULMONARY�4"�	%04"
�ALTHOUGH�A�HIGH�
PROPORTION�OF�4"�CASES�MAY�BE�EXTRA�PULMONARY�4"�ESPECIALLY�AMONG�()6�INFECTED�(#7S��
ØMONG�%04"�THE�MOST�COMMON�PRESENTATIONS�ARE�4"�LYMPHADENITIS�AND�PLEURITIS��7ITH�THE�
CURRENT�SCREENING�METHODS�MOST�CASES�DETECTED�WILL�BE�PULMONARY�4"�AND�THESE�ARE�USUALLY�THE�
MOST�INFECTIOUS��7HEN�ASKING�ABOUT�LIFETIME�PREVALENCE�%04"�SHOULD�BE�INCLUDED��#REATIVE�
METHODS�SHOULD�BE�DEVELOPED�TO�SCREEN�FOR�%04"�
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b. Impact Surveys

1. -EASURING�THE�IMPACT�OF�4"�)#�MEASURES�ON�4"�DISEASE�MAY�TAKE�A�LONG�TIME�AS�ALTHOUGH�
4"�)#�MEASURES�MAY�AFFECT�THE�TRANSMISSION�OF�4"�INFECTION�THE�BREAKDOWN�OF�INFECTION�TO�4"�
disease is dependent on many factors, but mainly the immune system of the person infected. 
,ATENT�4"�INFECTION�MAY�EXIST�FOR�MANY�YEARS�BEFORE�THE�DEVELOPMENT�OF�THE�DISEASE��(#7S�
WHICH�DEVELOP�4"�MAY�HAVE�BEEN�INFECTED�LONG�BEFORE�THE�)#�MEASURES�WERE�IMPLEMENTED��
)T�IS�THEREFORE�RECOMMENDED�TO�HAVE�A�����YEAR�GAP�BETWEEN�THE�ÞRST�AND�SECOND�SURVEYS��
-EASURING�THE�IMPACT�ON�THE�ANNUAL�RISK�OF�4"�INFECTION�SHOULD�BE�CONSIDERED�BUT�IS�BEYOND�
the scope of this guide. 

2. 3IMILARLY�A�REDUCTION�OF�4"�PREVALENCE�AMONG�(#7S�MAY�NOT�BE�CAUSED�BY�4"�)#�MEASURES�
IN�THE�FACILITY��)NFERENCES�ON�CAUSALITY�ARE�LIMITED��$.Ø�ÞNGERPRINTING�OF�-4"�STRAINS�OF�BOTH�
PATIENTS�AND�(#7S�MAY�ASSIST�IN�PROVING�CAUSALITY�BUT�IT�MAY�BE�DIFÞCULT�TO�IMPLEMENT�IN�
SETTINGS�WITH�A�HIGH�BURDEN�OF�PATIENTS��4HIS�DEPENDS�ON�$.Ø�ÞNGERPRINT�STRAIN�VARIABILITY�IN�
the area. Strains common in hospitalized patients may also be common in the community. 

3. &OR�SEVERAL�REASONS�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�THEMSELVES�HAVE�AN�IMPACT�ON�THE�OCCURRENCE�OF�4"�
thereafter. Sample size calculations can be adapted in accommodate these factors.

a. Cases which would normally be diagnosed later (as incident cases), are detected earlier 
DUE�TO�THE�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�SO�IN�THE�ÞRST������MONTHS�AFTER�A�SURVEY�THE�INCIDENCE�MAY�
decrease.

b. 4"�CASES�DETECTED�DURING�A�SURVEY�SHOULD�BE�TREATED�AND�WILL�THEREFORE�NO�LONGER�BE�
infectious. This leads to the prevention of further transmission and may reduce prevalence 
in a second survey, although most transmissions will be due to undiagnosed visiting patients 
RATHER�THAN�(#7S�WITH�4"�

c. 0OSSIBLY�SOME�PEOPLE�WITH�CHEST�X�RAY�	#82
�ABNORMALITIES�SUCH�AS�ÞBROTIC�LESIONS�BUT�NO�
ACTIVE�4"�SHOULD�BE�TREATED�DEPENDING�ON�THE�POLICY�OF�THE�COUNTRY��4HIS�MAY�LEAD�TO�LESS�
4"�CASES�IN�FUTURE�SURVEYS�

d. Improved awareness may be the positive effect of a survey and this may increase passive 
CASE�ÞNDING�

2.3 Prerequisites for a Successful Survey

The pre-requisites for a successful prevalence survey can be found in tHE�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�
surveys: a handbook (chapter 1.4). It should be noted that experienced researchers should be 
involved in carrying out large scale surveys. Additionally, it is important to involve departments/
ministries that deal with health care facilities and occupational health and also to involve HCW 
professional associations, such as nurses associations and specialist associations. 
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Chapter 3: Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

3.1 Introduction and Definition of Health Care Workers 

An important aspect of sample design FOR�A�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�AMONG�(#7S�IS�THE�DEÞNITION�
of the eligible population required for the purposes of the survey. In this chapter, essential factors 
for setting the survey inclusion and exclusion criteria at the level of geographical/administrative 
area, facility, and the individual are summarized and discussed. In order to reach the eligible 
number of individuals, a step-wise approach is often necessary.

4HE�7(/�DEÞNES�HEALTH�WORKERS�HEALTHCARE�WORKERS�AS��all people engaged in actions whose 

primary intent is to enhance health��;7(/�����=��#OUNTRIES�MAY�CHOOSE�TO�USE�OTHER�DEÞNITIONS�
SUCH�AS�lANYONE�WHO�IS�EMPLOYED�BY�THE�LOCAL�$EPARTMENT�OF�(EALTH�AND�WORKING�AT�THE�FACILITYm��
"ESIDES�REGULAR�(#7S�MANY�COUNTRIES�ALSO�HAVE�COMMUNITY�HEALTH�WORKERS�	#(7S
�SOMETIMES�
UNPAID�AND�SOMETIMES�EMPLOYED�BY�.'/S��&OR�THE�PURPOSE�OF�4"�)#�IT�IS�ALSO�PROPOSED�TO�
INCLUDE�OTHER�PERSONNEL�WORKING�IN�HEALTHCARE�FACILITIES�THAT�MAY�GET�INTO�CONTACT�WITH�4"�PATIENTS�
OR�THE�INFECTIOUS�MATERIAL�OF�4"�PATIENTS�SUCH�AS�CLEANERS�AND�DRIVERS�;JOINT�7(/�),/�����=��
)T�MAY�BE�CHALLENGING�TO�REACH�A�CONSENSUS�ON�THEIR�DEÞNITION�BECAUSE�#(7S�ARE�KNOWN�BY�MANY�
different names in different countries and often include a variety of community health activities. 
4HE�WIDELY�ACCEPTED�DEÞNITION�OF�#(7S�PROPOSED�BY�7(/�IS�AS�FOLLOWS���Community health 

workers should be members of the communities where they work, should be selected by the 

communities, should be answerable to the communities for their activities, should be supported 

by the health system but not necessarily a part of its organization, and have shorter training than 

professional workers.�;7(/�����=��

3.2 Sampling Frame

4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�AMONG�(#7S�HAVE�TWO�MAJOR�OBJECTIVES��
	I
�TO�MEASURE�THE�PREVALENCE�OF�4"�DISEASE�AMONG�(#7S
(ii) to measure the impact of IC activities. 
For the second objective several sampling strategies may be possible, which are described 
FURTHER�IN�#HAPTER����&OR�THE�ÞRST�OBJECTIVE�THERE�ARE�SEVERAL�OPTIONS�GIVEN�BELOW�

3.2.1 Countrywide Representative Sample

When the aim is to have a countrywide representative sample, multi-stage clustered sampling 
design is recommended. First geographical or administrative areas are selected (sampled) as 
the primary sampling units (primary stage clusters). Within these areas, either all facilities can 
be included; or facilities can be sampled as secondary stage clusters. All HCWs in the selected 
facilities will be investigated to assess whether they are eligible for the survey or not. In the case 
where health facilities in the selected area only have small numbers of HCWs, geographical/
ADMINISTRATIVE�AREAS�WILL�BE�DEÞNED�AS�SINGLE�STAGE�CLUSTERS�AND�ALL�(#7S�IN�THE�AREA�WILL�BE�
invited to any facility and investigated to assess whether they are eligible for the survey or not. 

3.2.2 High-Risk Areas

(IGH�RISK�AREAS�CAN�BE�DEÞNED�IN�DIFFERENT�WAYS��4HESE�MAY�BE�FACILITIES�WITH�THE�MOST�4"�
PATIENTS�THE�MOST�4"�SUSPECTS�OR�A�HIGH�PROPORTION�OF�CASES�HAVING�-$2�4"��7HEN�THE�TEAM�
WANTS�TO�KNOW�THE�BURDEN�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�IN�SPECIÞC�HIGH�RISK�FACILITIES�OR�AREAS�PURPOSEFUL�
sampling is preferred. In such situations all facilities in high-risk areas should be selected, or all 
high-risk facilities in the country. Sampling may not be needed.
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3.3 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

3.3.1 Eligible Areas and Facilities 

&IRSTLY�INVESTIGATORS�NEED�TO�DEÞNE�AND�CONÞRM�THE�GEOGRAPHICAL�AREAS�AND�TYPE�OF�FACILITIES�
WHICH�WILL�BE�TARGETED�BY�THE�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�AMONG�(#7S��ØREAS�OR�FACILITIES�WHERE�THE�
implementation of the survey including IC measures is not feasible should be excluded from the 
SAMPLING�FRAME��4HESE�INCLUDE�GEOGRAPHICAL�AREAS�SUCH�AS�CONßICT�ZONES�OR�FACILITIES�WHERE�(#7S�
are not governed by the Ministry of Health (MoH) but by something different such as diplomatic 
or military body. Large facilities such as education/teaching hospitals under the Ministry of 
Education should however be included since their exclusion might limit the representativeness 
of the sampling frame and render the results of the survey biased. A detailed and well explained 
section of the survey protocol on the exclusion of geographical areas and facilities should exist, 
including a section about the potential biases introduced into the results due to these exclusions.  

The MoH or Health Statistical Unit usually has a list of all health facilities divided by category, 
for example, tertiary, secondary and primary level hospitals, clinics or dispensaries, pharmacies, 
health centres, health posts, laboratories, etc. It may be convenient to use this list to categorize 
the facilities for the study. This categorization of facilities and professions might be used for 
STRATIÞCATION�FOR�SAMPLING�EFÞCIENCY�	SEE�SAMPLING�CHAPTER��
�OR�FOR�THE�EVALUATION�OF�THE�LEVEL�OF�
4"�EXPOSURE��)T�MIGHT�HAPPEN�THAT�THE�REPORTED�NUMBER�OF�(#7S�AND�THEIR�TYPE�OF�PROFESSIONS�
in the targeted facilities are different from reality. In those cases, investigators need to start with 
CONÞRMING�THE�NUMBER�AND�TYPE�OF�HEALTH�WORKERS�IN�EACH�FACILITY��FOR�EXAMPLE�BY�A�(#7�CENSUS�
in all facilities; or in a sample of the facilities.

ØLL�HEALTH�FACILITIES�	INCLUDING�PRIVATE�FOR�PROÞT�PRIVATE�NON�PROÞT�GOVERNMENT�HOSPITALS�AND�
HEALTH�CENTERS
�WHICH�REGISTER�SCREEN�DIAGNOSE�OR�TREAT�4"�CASES�WILL�CONSTITUTE�THE�SAMPLE�FRAME�
for the prevalence survey. Special efforts may be needed to ensure the participation of the private 
sector.

3.3.2 Eligible Health Care Workers 

All HCWs and workers who meet the facility and occupational categories of the study should be 
ASSESSED�TO�SEE�IF�THEY�ARE�ELIGIBLE�FOR�THE�STUDY��4HEREFORE�THE�ÞRST�STEP�IS�TO�SET�THE�INCLUSION�AND�
EXCLUSION�CRITERIA�AT�INDIVIDUAL�LEVEL�INVESTIGATORS�NEED�TO�DEÞNE�WHICH�PROFESSIONAL�CATEGORIES�
should be included in or excluded from the survey. This depends on the survey objectives and 
the actual working situation of HCWs in each county. Professional categories can be used as they 
ARE�USED�IN�OFÞCIAL�DOCUMENTATION�SEE�4ABLE���AND����3OME�OF�THESE�PROFESSIONS�MAY�NEED�TO�BE�
EXCLUDED�SINCE�THEY�ARE�NOT�REPRESENTED�IN�HIGH�4"�RISK�SETTINGS��3OME�PROFESSIONAL�CATEGORIES�
may need to be grouped together, if only a few workers in certain specialties are available. 
Therefore a reduced list may be used, and an example list of categorizations of HCWs is shown in 
Table 3. The investigators can modify this table depending on the type of HCWs in each country. 

The country should also decide whether to include unpaid workers. In the surveillance guide to 
MONITOR�4"�INCIDENCE�AMONG�(#7S�	4OOL��
�THESE�HAVE�BEEN�EXCLUDED�IN�ORDER�TO�HAVE�A�CLEAR�
DENOMINATOR��#OUNTRIES�MAY�DECIDE�TO�INCLUDE�THEM�WHEN�A�DEÞNITION�CAN�BE�DEVELOPED�TO�
systematically count them.
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4HE�FOLLOWING�CATEGORIES�CAN�BE�CONSIDERED�AT�RISK�OF�4"�EXPOSURE��WORKERS�AND�TRAINEES�ASSIGNED�
to the sampled health facilities, and who by the nature of their occupations or roles within the 
HEALTH�FACILITY�ARE�LIKELY�TO�COME�INTO�CONTACT�WITH�DIAGNOSED�AND�SUSPECTED�4"�PATIENTS�VISITING�
these facilities. This population consists of:

i. Health professionals (i.e. medical doctors, nursing and midwifery professionals, paramedical 
practitioners, laboratory staff, radiologists and other health professionals)

ii. Health associate professionals (i.e. medical and pharmaceutical technicians, nursing and 
midwifery associate professionals, and other health associate professionals such as medical 
records and health information technicians, community health workers, medical assistants, 
environmental and occupational health inspectors, and ambulance workers); 

iii. #LERICAL�SUPPORT�WORKERS�	INCLUDING�RECEPTIONISTS�INQUIRY�CLERKS�OFÞCE�CLERKS�SECRETARIES�AND�
keyboard operators) who may come into contact or interact with the patient population on a 
regular basis; 

iv. Personal care workers in health services (including healthcare assistants)
v. Helpers (including patient attendants, ward attendants, cleaners, drivers and guards). 
vi. Medical and nursing trainees and students (e.g. residents, fellows and  nursing degree 

STUDENTS
�HAVE�A�HIGH�RISK�OF�4"�INFECTION�;0AI�������#HRISTOPHER�����=��

If for resource or logistical reasons, a country wishes to study only “sentinel” groups, they may 
choose nurses and young medical/nursing students. These groups will give a good idea of the 
BURDEN�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�AS�A�WHOLE��

4HESE�CATEGORIES�ARE�CONSISTENT�WITH�INTERNATIONAL�CLASSIÞCATIONS�OF�OCCUPATIONS�AND�WOULD�PERMIT�
the cross-country comparison of prevalence rates by major occupational categories. 

Eligibility will be determined based upon age, the length of employment as a HCW, the 
proportion of time spent working and number of places in which they work, as follows:

Inclusion Criteria
 q Age: The age cut-off point depends at what age HCWs are recruited. Students should be 

included. In some countries this may be health workers who are 18 years or older. However, 
some countries may allow the recruiting of workers who are 15 years of age or higher.

 q Length of employment as a HCW: All HCWs should be included, no matter what their length 
of employment, since HCWs may have been infected in previous jobs or during their training/
traineeship. The length of employment in health sector may be recorded for later sub-
analysis.

 q Proportion of woRKING�TIME��"OTH�PART�TIME�AND�FULL�TIME�WORKERS�SHOULD�BE�INCLUDED�AS�
eligible HCWs. The length of the working time in each facility can be recorded, this can 
BE�USED�DURING�DATA�ANALYSIS�TO�ADJUST�FOR�AND�INVESTIGATE�THE�EFFECT�OF�WORKING�TIME��"oth 
permanent and contractual staff should be included.

Exclusion Criteria
 q Multiple working places: HCWs who have two or more workplaces should only be included in 
THEIR�MAIN�WORKING�PLACE�UNLESS�A�STUDY�ASSESSES�A�SPECIÞC�HEALTH�FACILITY�SITUATION�INCLUDING�
part-time workers. To identify main working places, the amount of time the individual spends 
at each facility should be assessed. Other working places and the amount of time spent there 
also need to be recorded in order to adjust and investigate the effect and bias of multiple 
working places at the time of analysis.  

It should be noted that eligible HCWs who are either absent during the period (day, week or 
weeks) of survey operations or do not give their consent to participate, are not excluded from the 
eligible survey population, despite the fact no examination results are available for them. In order 
to investigate possible bias introduced in the result, all eligible individuals should be enumerated 
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AND�CLASSIÞED�AS�I
�SURVEY�PARTICIPANTS�II
�ABSENT�III
�DID�NOT�CONSENT�TO�PARTICIPATION�;7(/�����=��
The reasons of absenteeism should be recorded as much as possible in order to guarantee quality 
of a survey. An attempt should be made to include those who are absent on another day. The 
investigators should try to obtain basic information from those excluded, i.e. age, sex, working 
cadre, etc. for comparison with the HCWs included in the study. 

3.4 The Classification of HCWs

4ABLE����#LASSIÞCATION�OF�(#7S�IN�DETAILED�CATEGORIES
Classification of healthcare workers

(Broad categories) Sub classification

Physicians Includes generalists and specialists
.URSING�AND�MIDWIFERY�PERSONNEL Includes professional nurses, professional 

midwives, auxiliary nurses, auxiliary midwives, 
enrolled nurses, enrolled midwives and other 
personnel, such as dental nurses and primary 
care nurses. Traditional birth attendants are not 
counted here, but as community/traditional 
health workers.

Dentistry personnel Includes dentists, dental assistants, dental 
technicians and related occupations.

Pharmaceutical personnel Includes pharmacists, pharmaceutical 
assistants, pharmaceutical technicians and 
related occupations.

Laboratory health workers Includes laboratory scientists, laboratory 
assistants, laboratory technicians, 
radiographers and related occupations.

Environment and public health workers Includes environmental and public health 
OFÞCERS�ENVIRONMENTAL�AND�PUBLIC�HEALTH�
technicians, sanitarians, hygienists, district 
HEALTH�OFÞCERS�PUBLIC�HEALTH�INSPECTORS�FOOD�
inspectors, malaria inspectors and related 
occupations.

Community and traditional health workers )NCLUDES�COMMUNITY�HEALTH�OFÞCERS�COMMUNITY�
health-education workers, community health 
aides, family health workers, lady health 
visitors, health extension package workers, 
traditional and complementary medicine 
practitioners, community midwives, traditional 
birth attendants and related occupations. 

Other health workers Includes a large range of other cadres of health 
service providers such as medical assistants, 
dieticians and nutritionists, occupational 
therapists, operators of medical and dentistry 
equipment, optometrists and opticians, 
physiotherapists, podiatrists, personal care 
workers, psychologists, radiographers, 
respiratory therapists, speech pathologists, 
medical trainees and interns.
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Health management and support workers Includes other categories of health systems 
personnel, such as managers of health and 
personal-care services, health economists, 
health statisticians, health policy lawyers, 
medical records/health information technicians, 
ambulance drivers, building maintenance staff 
and other general management and support 
staff.

Trainees and students Medical students, nursing students, students 
in paramedical programs (e.g. physiotherapy, 
radiology technician courses, etc)

4ABLE����#LASSIÞCATION�OF�(#7S�IN�DETAILED�CATEGORIES
Classification of HCWs
(Detailed categories) Sub Classification

Physicians Includes generalists and specialists.
.URSING�PERSONNEL� Includes professional nurses, auxiliary nurses, 

enrolled nurses and other personnel, such as 
dental nurses and primary care nurses. In some 
countries this also includes nurse-midwives.

Midwifery personnel Includes professional midwives, auxiliary 
midwives and enrolled midwives. 
(Note that for some countries, nurses with 

midwifery training are counted under nursing 

personnel.)

Dentists Includes dentists.
Pharmacists Includes pharmacists.
Pharmaceutical technicians/assistants Includes pharmaceutical assistants, 

pharmaceutical technicians and related 
occupations.

Laboratory scientists Includes laboratory scientists.
Laboratory technicians/assistants Includes laboratory assistants, laboratory 

technicians and related occupations.
Radiographers Includes radiographers and related 

occupations.
Environmental and public health workers Includes environmental and public health 

OFÞCERS�ENVIRONMENTAL�AND�PUBLIC�HEALTH�
technicians, sanitarians, hygienists, district 
HEALTH�OFÞCERS�PUBLIC�HEALTH�INSPECTORS�FOOD�
inspectors, malaria inspectors and related 
occupations.

Community health workers )NCLUDES�COMMUNITY�HEALTH�OFÞCERS�COMMUNITY�
health-education workers, community health 
aides, family health workers, health visitors, 
health extension package workers, community 
midwives and related occupations.

Traditional medicine practitioners Includes traditional and complementary 
medicine practitioners and associates.

Traditional birth attendants Includes traditional birth attendants.
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Medical assistants )NCLUDES�MEDICAL�ASSISTANTS�CLINICAL�OFÞCERS�AND�
related occupations.

Personal care workers Includes institution-based personal care 
workers, home-based personal care workers, 
healthcare assistants and other categories of 
care attendants in health services.

Other health workers Includes dieticians and nutritionists, 
occupational therapists, operators of medical 
and dentistry equipment, optometrists and 
opticians, physiotherapists, podiatrists, 
psychologists, respiratory therapists, speech 
pathologists, medical trainees and interns.

Health management and support workers Includes other categories of health systems 
personnel, such as managers of health and 
personal-care services, health economists, 
health statisticians, health policy lawyers, 
medical records and health information 
technicians, ambulance drivers, building 
maintenance staff and other general 
management and support staff.

Trainees and students Medical students, nursing students and 
students in paramedical programs (e.g. 
physiotherapy, radiology technician courses, 
etc)

4ABLE����%XAMPLE�LIST�OF�THE�CLASSIÞCATION�OF�(#7S�FOR�A�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�AMONG�(#7S�
;ADAPTED�FROM�REFERENCES��#$#�������7(/�������'ALGALO�4�ET�AL�����=

Broad Categories Sub Categories

Physicians
Generalist
Specialist

.URSING�AND�-IDWIFERY�0ERSONNEL
.URSE
Midwife

Pharmaceutical Personnel
Pharmacist
Pharmaceutical technician/assistant

Laboratory Health Worker

Laboratory scientist/technician/assistant
Radiographer and related worker
Other laboratory health worker: Ultrasound, ECG 
etc.

Environment and Public Health Worker
Community health worker

Health Management and Support Worker

Administration staff
Paper staff/Clerical: accountant, receptionist, 
secretary etc.
Cleaner
Driver
Cook
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Other Health Workers

Physiotherapist
Occupational therapist
Respiratory therapist
Speech pathologist
Psychologist

Others
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Chapter 4: Proposed Case Definitions and Screening 
Strategies 

4.1 Introduction

ØLL�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�REGARDLESS�OF�THE�POPULATIONS�IN�WHICH�THEY�ARE�CONDUCTED�REQUIRE�
TOOLS�FOR�IDENTIFYING�4"�CASES�AND�CASE�DEÞNITIONS�AS�WELL�AS�SCREENING�STRATEGIES�TO�IDENTIFY�THOSE�
MOST�AT�RISK�OF�HAVING�4"�DISEASE��(ERE�WE�SUMMARIZE�THE�TOOLS�CASE�DEÞNITIONS�AND�SCREENING�
STRATEGIES�WHICH�ARE�ADVISED�BY�THE�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK��7E�PRESENT�NEW�
data on screening strategies amongst populations with high HIV prevalence. We discuss the 
FACTORS�WHICH�NEED�TO�BE�CONSIDERED�WHEN�DEVELOPING�STRATEGIES�FOR�CONDUCTING�4"�PREVALENCE�
SURVEYS�AMONGST�(#7S��4HE�FOCUS�WILL�BE�ON�PULMONARY�4"�SINCE�THIS�LEADS�TO�THE�MOST�
TRANSMISSION�ALTHOUGH�SOME�FORMS�OF�%04"�MAY�BE�IDENTIÞED�

4.2 Measurement and Case Definitions 

)N�ANY�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�THE�TOOLS�WHICH�ARE�USED�TO�DETERMINE�WHETHER�AN�INDIVIDUAL�SHOULD�
BE�CONSIDERED�A�4"�CASE�OR�NOT�ARE�
p� Sputum smear microscopy for the demonstration of acid-fast bacilli 
p� Sputum culture for MTB 
p� ØPPROVED�MOLECULAR�TECHNOLOGY�FOR�THE�DEMONSTRATION�NUCLEIC�ACID�SPECIÞC�TO�MTB

p� Abnormal chest radiography
p� 1UESTIONNAIRE�PERTAINING�TO�4"�SYMPTOMS�AND�SIGNS�HISTORY�OF�PREVIOUS�AND�CURRENT�4"�

DISEASE�AND�TREATMENT�	INCLUDES�SELF�REPORTED�4"
�AND�OTHER�RISK�FACTORS�PERTINENT�TO�THE�SURVEY�
objectives. 

5SING�THESE�TOOLS�l#ASE�DEÞNITIONS�FOR�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYSm�ARE�DERIVED�AND�lTYPES�OF�4"�CASESm�
ARE�ASSIGNED��4HESE�CASE�DEÞNITIONS�AND�TYPES�OF�4"�CASES�ARE�LISTED�IN�#HAPTER���"OX���OF�THE�
7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK�	7(/�����
��4HEY�MAY�DIFFER�FROM�THE�DEÞNITIONS�USED�
BY�THE�.40S�

4.2.1 Case Definitions for TB Prevalence Surveys amongst 
the General Population, and amongst HCWs

4HE�REASONS�FOR�CASE�DEÞNITIONS�IN�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�ARE�AS�FOLLOWS�
p� 4O�MAINTAIN�A�CONSTANT�UNDERSTANDING�OF�WHAT�CONSTITUTES�A�4"�CASE�SO�THAT�SURVEYS�AMONGST�

different population groups, or surveys separated by time can be compared. This allows 
OBSERVERS�TO�INTERPRET�TRENDS�IN�THE�EPIDEMIOLOGY�AND�BURDEN�OF�4"��/F�COURSE�NEW�TESTS�CAN�
be added

p� 4O�UNDERSTAND�THE�KINDS�OF�4"�CASES�THAT�ARE�IDENTIÞED�	THE�PROPORTION�THAT�ARE�SMEAR�POSITIVE
��
4HIS�ALLOWS�OBSERVERS�TO�INFER�THE�INFECTIOUSNESS�OF�4"�CASES�WITHIN�THE�EPIDEMIC�AND�THE�
CONSEQUENT�RISKS�OF�TRANSMITTING�4"�

p� 4O�UNDERSTAND�THE�PROPORTIONS�OF�4"�CASES�THAT�ARE�IDENTIÞED�BY�THE�.40��4HIS�ALLOWS�OBSERVERS�
TO�DEVELOP�AN�UNDERSTANDING�OF�THE�GAPS�IN�THE�4"�CONTROL�PROGRAM�WHICH�ALLOW�CASES�TO�GO�
undetected.
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4.2.2 Case Definitions for TB Prevalence Surveys and Case 
Definitions of the NTP

4HE�.40�IN�EACH�COUNTRY�USES�SIMILAR�TOOLS�TO�IDENTIFY�4"�CASES�BUT�NOT�SIMILAR�SCREENING�
strategies: 
p� 4HE�.40�USUALLY�RELIES�ON�PASSIVE�CASE�ÞNDING�q�I�E��SELF�PRESENTATION�OF�ILL�PERSONS�AT�HEALTH�

care facilities. They usually apply a combination of symptom screening, sputum testing and 
CHEST�RADIOGRAPHY�DEPENDING�ON�NATIONAL�ALGORITHMS�TO�DIAGNOSE�4"�AND�INITIATE�4"�TREATMENT�

p� 4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�USE�ACTIVE�CASE�ÞNDING�AMONGST�POPULATIONS�THAT�ARE�EXPECTED�TO�BE�
generally well and apply a different combination of symptom screening, sputum testing and 
chest radiography 

p� 4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�IDENTIFY�ALL�CASES�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�INCLUDING�THOSE�THAT�ARE�ALREADY�
DIAGNOSED�BY�THE�.40�AND�ON�TREATMENT�AND�THOSE�NOT�IDENTIÞED�BY�THE�.40�WHO�NEED�TO�
initiate treatment. This implies that HCWs already on treatment should undergo all the same 
diagnostics as other study participants

p� #ASES�DETECTED�BY�THE�.40�ARE�USUALLY�DETECTED�PASSIVELY��ØMONG�ALL�THE�SUSPECTS�SELF�
REPORTING�TO�A�CLINIC�������USUALLY�HAVE�4"��)N�A�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�THIS�PROPORTION�IS�MUCH�
lower, increasing the proportion of false positive laboratory results. Therefore cases detected in 
SURVEYS�NEED�CONÞRMATION� 

ØS�A�CONSEQUENCE�DIFFERENT�COMBINATIONS�OF�RESULTS�ARISE�AMONGST�PARTICIPANTS�IN�4"�PREVALENCE�
SURVEYS�COMPARED�WITH�PERSONS�PRESENTING�TO�THE�4"�CONTROL�PROGRAM��&OR�THIS�REASON�THE�CASE�
DEÞNITIONS�FOR�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�AND�THE�CASE�DEÞNITIONS�OF�THE�.40�MAY�NOT�BE�THE�SAME��

)T�IS�IMPORTANT�WHEN�CONDUCTING�A�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�THAT�CASE�DEÞNITIONS�ARE�DECIDED�ON�
at the onset of the study. This will ensure a standard approach in both case detection and 
management, and ensure consistency in reporting of results. 

Box 1. Case Definitions
	FROM�CHAPTER���IN�THE�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK�;7(/�����=
�

Laboratory TB Case Definitions
p� #ULTURE�POSITIVE�4"�DEÞNITE��ØT�LEAST�ONE�CULTURE�4"�POSITIVE
p� 3MEAR�POSITIVE�CULTURE�POSITIVE�4"�DEÞNITE��CULTURE�4"�POSITIVE�Ø.$�AT�LEAST�ONE�Ø&"�3�0OSITIVE
p� 3MEAR��POSITIVE�.ØØ4"�POSITIVE�4"�DEÞNITE�q�OPTIONAL��.ØØ4"�POSITIVE�Ø.$�AT�LEAST�ONE�Ø&"�3�

positive
p� 3MEAR�NEGATIVE�.ØØ4"�POSITIVE�4"�DEÞNITE�q�OPTIONAL��.ØØ4"�POSITIVE�Ø.$�ALL�SPECIMENS�

Ø&"�3�NEGATIVE

Survey TB Case Definitions
p� $EÞNITE�SURVEY�4"�CASE�	BACTERIOLOGICALLY�CONÞRMED�SURVEY�4"�CASE
�

p� /NE�#4"�POSITIVE�SPECIMEN�Ø.$�AT�LEAST�ONE�OF�THE�FOLLOWING�CONDITIONS�
p� Ø&"�3�POSITIVE�	SMEAR�POSITIVE�CULTURE�POSITIVE�4"�DEÞNITE�CASE

p� #4"�POSITIVE�IN�ANOTHER�SPECIMEN
p� #HEST�8�RAY�ABNORMAL�ÞNDING�IN�LUNG�AT�CENTRAL�AUDITED�READING
p� Evidence from follow-up investigations if planned in the survey protocol

p� Ø&"�3�POSITIVE�SURVEY�4"�CASE�	SMEAR�POSITIVE�4"�CASE
�
p� /NE�Ø&"�3�POSITIVE�SPECIMEN�Ø.$�AT�LEAST�ONE�OF�THE�FOLLOWING�CONDITIONS�

p� #4"�POSITIVE�	DEÞNITE�SURVEY�4"�CASE

p� Ø&"�3�POSITIVE�IN�ANOTHER�SPECIMEN�"54�NOT�#4"�POSITIVE�Ø.$�NO�ISOLATION�OF�-/44�

	PROBABLE�4"�CASE

p� #HEST�8�RAY�ABNORMAL�ÞNDING�IN�LUNG�AT�CENTRAL�READING�"54�NOT�#4"�	OR�.ØØ4"
�

POSITIVE�Ø.$�NO�ISOLATION�OF�-/44�	PROBABLE�4"�CASE
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4.3 The Place of Specific TB Screening and Diagnostic Tools 
in TB Prevalence Surveys Amongst the General Population 
and Specific Populations

The role and place of symptom screening, CXR, sputum smear microscopy, approved nucleic 
AMPLIÞCATION�TECHNOLOGY�AND�CULTURE�IN�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�ARE�DISCUSSED�IN�DETAIL�IN�THE�7(/�
4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK�	7(/�����
�AND�ARE�SUMMARIZED�BELOW�IN�4ABLE����

4ABLE����4HE�ROLE�OF�DIFFERENT�DIGANOSTICS�IN�A�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�APPROXIMATE�SENSITIVITY�AND�
SPECIÞCITY�AND�THE�EFFECT�ON�TOOL�PERFORMANCE�IN�HIGH�()6�AND�LOW�4"�PREVALENCE�SETTINGS��

Usual role in 
4"�PREVALENCE�

survey

Approximate 
Sensitivity vs 
MGIT culture

Approximate 
3PECIÞCITY�VS�
MGIT culture

Effect on tool when population 
under surveillance has a:
High HIV 

prevalence
,OW�4"�

prevalence
Symptom 
screening 
(interview: 
any of current 
/ 2-3 weeks 
cough, fever, 
night sweats 
or weight loss)

To identify 
persons for 
FURTHER�4"�
investigations 
including 
smear/culture/
.ØØ4

70% 50% 

Symptoms 
become less 
useful in 
identifying 
persons 
for further 
investigation. 
4HE�SPECIÞCITY�
of symptoms 
decreases

Symptoms 
have very 
high negative 
predictive 
value (99%) 

Symptom 
screening 
(any of current 
/2-3 weeks 
cough, fever, 
night sweats 
or weight loss) 
Ø.$�#82�	ANY�
abnormality)*

To identify 
persons for 
FURTHER�4"�
investigations 
including 
smear/culture/
.ØØ4

90% 40% 

In spite of 
symptom 
screening and 
CXR, some 
CASES�OF�4"�WILL�
be missed when 
HIV prevalence 
is high

.EGATIVE�
predictive 
value of CXR 
FOR�4"�VERY�
high, leading 
to high 
sensitivity 
for Culture 
POSITIVE�4"

Smear 
microscopy

To determine 
the 
infectiousness 
of cases, or 
to identify 
cases, or to 
identify persons 
for further 
investigation 
including 
CULTURE�.ØØ4

50-70% 99%

Sensitivity 
decreases

Sensitivity 
increases
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MGIT Culture 4O�CONÞRM�
cases

Gold 
standard

Gold 
standard

When HIV 
prevalence 
is high, 
consideration 
could be given 
to culturing 
all survey 
participants

7HEN�4"�
prevalence 
is low, 
contaminated 
cultures, 
or cultures 
growing 
non-clinically 
SIGNIÞCANT�
.4-S�BECOME�
more common

Approved 
.UCLEIC�
AMPLIÞCATION�
tests

5NTRIED�IN�4"�
prevalence 
surveys to date

85-95% 99%

Latest data 
suggests that 
sensitivity is 
unchanged 
or minimally 
reduced in high 
HIV prevalent 
contexts

4.3.1 Extrapulmonary TB

-OST�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�FOCUS�ON�PULMONARY�4"�SINCE�THAT�CAUSES�MOST�TRANSMISSION�AND�IS�
therefore most important from a public health perspective. In a prevalence survey among 
(#7S�WE�MAY�WANT�TO�ADD�SCREENING�FOR�%04"��&OR�BUDGET�REASONS�THIS�MAY�INCLUDE�SYMPTOM�
SCREENING�ONLY�OR�SELF�REPORTED�%04"��4HE�FOLLOWING�SYMPTOMS�SHOULD�BE�CONSIDERED��PLEURAL�
effusion and lymph node enlargement. A biopsy with histology should only be considered in 
PERSONS�WHO�ARE�STRONGLY�SUSPECTED�OF�HAVING�%04"��Ø�SEPARATE�DEÞNITION�SHOULD�BE�DESIGNED�

4.4 Screening Strategies for Conducting a TB Prevalence 
Survey Amongst HCWs

4.4.1 Introduction

4O�DATE�ALL�THE�STUDIES�DESCRIBING�THE�RATES�OF�4"�DISEASE�AMONGST�(#7S�WHICH�WERE�REVIEWED�
USED�RETROSPECTIVE�CASE�ASCERTAINMENT�TO�IDENTIFY�CASES�OF�4"�;*OSHI�������"AUSSANO�����=��
4HEREFORE�THESE�STUDIES�USED�4"�CASE�DEÞNITIONS�FROM�THEIR�COUNTRY�.40�AND�RELIED�ON�PASSIVE�
CASE�ÞNDING�AND�SELF�PRESENTATION�	OR�SELF�REPORT
�OF�(#7S�TO�CARE�PROVIDERS��4HESE�STUDIES�DID�
not use standardized screening strategies in a population of HCWs to identify persons eligible for 
FURTHER�4"�INVESTIGATIONS��4O�OUR�KNOWLEDGE�AND�AT�THE�TIME�OF�WRITING�NO�PROSPECTIVE�SURVEY�TO�
DETERMINE�THE�INCIDENCE�OF�4"�AMONGST�(#7S�USING�ACTIVE�CASE�ÞNDING�HAS�BEEN�CONDUCTED��4HE�
probable reason is that at any given time, only a small percentage of HCWs in a hospital will have 
THE�SIGNS�AND�SYMPTOMS�OF�4"�AND�ONLY�A�SMALL�PERCENTAGE�OF�THESE�WILL�ACTUALLY�HAVE�4"�DISEASE��
Therefore most surveys ask about a period in the past (e.g. lifetime prevalence).

4.4.2 Recommended Strategies

4HREE�4"�SCREENING�STRATEGIES�FOR�CONDUCTING�POPULATION�BASED�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�ARE�
DISCUSSED�IN�THE�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�GUIDELINES�AND�ARE�SUMMARIZED�BELOW�IN�4ABLE����"ELOW�THE�
TABLE�WE�DISCUSS�A�FOURTH�STRATEGY�INCLUDING�THE�RECENTLY�RECOMMENDED�'ENE8PERT�-4"�2IF�
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4ABLE����3CREENING�STRATEGIES�RECOMMENDED�BY�THE�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�GUIDELINES (adapted 
from Table 4.2 in the WHO Prevalence Survey Handbook)

Strategy Description of 
Strategy Identified Cases Missed Cases Comments

Recommended 
Strategy

Symptom 
screening + CXR; 
any abnormality 
requires smear 
and culture

Most S(+); most 
C(+)

S(+) sym (-), CXR 
(-); 
S(-) C(+) sym (-) 
CXR (-)

Most 
common 
screening

Alternative Strategy 1 Symptom 
screening + CXR 
+ sputum smear; 
any abnormality 
requires culture

All S (+); most C 
(+)

S(+) sym (-), CXR 
(-); 
S(-) C(+) sym (-) 
CXR (-)
S(-) C(+) sym (-) 
CXR (-)

Very 
intensive 
for the 
laboratory

Alternative Strategy 2 .O�SCREENING��
all participants 
undergo smear 
and culture 
(but symptoms, 
CXR advised 
for comparative 
purposes); 
challenging if not 
able to produce 
sputum

All S (+); 
all C(+)

.ONE Very 
intensive 
for the 
laboratory 
and very 
expensive

Alternative Strategy 3 .O�SCREENING��
all participants 
undergo 
GeneXpert 
-4"�2IF�	BUT�
symptoms, smear, 
CXR advised 
for comparative 
purposes); 
challenging if not 
able to produce 
sputum

All S(+), 
most C(+)

'ENE8PERT�-4"�
Rif (-), culture + 
cases

Requires 
accessibility 
of Xpert 
-4"�2IF�
platform, 
very 
expensive

5SING�'ENE8PERT�TECHNOLOGY�	8PERT�-4"�2IF
�FOR�THE�DIAGNOSIS�OF�4"�HAS�BOTH�EXCELLENT�SENSITIVITY�
AND�SPECIÞCITY�WHEN�COMPARED�WITH�-')4�CULTURE�HOWEVER�THE�TEST�PERFORMANCE�IS�SLIGHTLY�
LOWER�AMONGST�()6��PERSONS�;REFS�"OEHME�3COTT�,AWN=��)N�THE�LIGHT�OF�THE�COSTS�OF�lØLTERNATIVE�
3TRATEGY��m�AND�THE�IMPROVED�PERFORMANCE�OF�8PERT�-4"�2IF�A�THIRD�ALTERNATIVE�SCREENING�STRATEGY�
COULD�BE�TO�USE�8PERT�-4"�2IF�FOR�EVERYONE�AND�RESERVE�CULTURE�CONÞRMATION�FOR�THOSE�IDENTIÞED�
with rifampicin resistant disease. Applying this expensive test may not be possible in prevalence 
SURVEYS�WITH�LARGE�SAMPLE�SIZES�AND�USING�A�TEST�WHICH�COMBINES�4"�DIAGNOSIS�WITH�DRUG�
RESISTANCE�TESTING�LEADS�TO�ETHICAL�DISCUSSIONS�ON�GUARANTEEING�TREATMENT�FOR�CASES�IDENTIÞED�AS�
-$2�4"��4HESE�ETHICAL�CONCERNS�SHOULD�BE�DEBATED�BEFORE�THE�SURVEY�TAKES�PLACE��

ØLL�POSITIVE�CULTURES�SHOULD�BE�CONÞRMED�WITH�MOLECULAR�TESTING�TO�RULE�OUT�NON�TUBERCULOUS�
MYCOBACTERIA�	.4-
�ESPECIALLY�IF�LIQUID�CULTURE�IS�USED�
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4.4.3 Screening Strategies in Populations with High HIV 
Prevalence (> 5%)

()6�INFECTION�INCREASES�THE�RISK�OF�4"�ALTERS�THE�CLINICAL�PRESENTATION�OF�4"�AND�CHANGES�THE�
performance of screening algorithms in co-infected persons. Most notably, amongst HIV infected 
POPULATIONS�THE�PREVALENCE�OF�ASYMPTOMATIC�CULTURE�POSITIVE�4"�WITH�NORMAL�#82S�INCREASES��
Screening strategies need to accommodate these changes. If the HIV prevalence among HCWs 
is not known/not available, the HIV prevalence can be inferred from the HIV prevalence of the 
GENERAL�POPULATION�AS�(#7�POPULATIONS�REßECT�THE�()6�PREVALENCE�OF�THEIR�COMMUNITIES�;/�
3HISANA�3�ØFR�-ED�*�����=�

ØLTHOUGH�THESE�STUDIES�ARE�DONE�IN�PASSIVE�CASE�ÞNDING�SETTINGS�AS�OPPOSED�TO�ACTIVE�CASE�
ÞNDING�SETTINGS��WE�RECOMMEND�THAT�FOR�(#7S�WORKING�IN�SETTINGS�WITH�A�HIGH�()6�PREVALENCE�
	���
�4"�SUSPECTS�SHOULD�INCLUDE�(#7S�WITH�ANY�DURATION�OF�SYMPTOMS�AND�NOT�ONLY�THOSE�WITH�
SYMPTOMS�����WEEKS�	AS�IN�POPULATIONS�WITH�LOW�()6
�;'ETAHUN������+RANZER�����=

)N�SUCH�SETTINGS�BOTH�THE�RECOMMENDED�STRATEGY�AND�lØLTERNATIVE�3TRATEGY��m�FOR�4"�PREVALENCE�
SURVEYS�IN�THE�GENERAL�POPULATION�MAY�UNDERESTIMATE�THE�BURDEN�OF�4"�DISEASE��ØLTERNATIVE�
Strategies 2 and 3 are possible. A further argument is that a screening strategy for HCWs may be 
more intensive than in a nationwide prevalence survey since: 
a. The incidence is probably higher
b. 5NDIAGNOSED�4"�AMONG�(#7S�HAS�A�HIGH�RISK�OF�TRANSMISSION�TO�PATIENTS�WITH�WEAK�IMMUNE�

systems
c. HCWs need to care for other patients 
d. HCWs have more access to health care and are nearer to a laboratory. 

However sample size, as well as the cost and accessibility of laboratory diagnostic assays may 
NEED�TO�BE�CONSIDERED��)N�LARGE�SCALE�SURVEYS�USING�lØLTERNATIVE�STRATEGIES���AND��m�MAY�NOT�BE�
feasible as the number of samples to be tested is too high, which increases the proportion of false 
POSITIVE�CULTURES��)N�ANY�CASE�A�FOLLOW�UP�MECHANISM�IS�NEEDED�TO�CONÞRM�CASES�DIAGNOSED�BY�
the laboratory. It should be noted that taking two specimens from a limited number of screened 
POSITIVE�PERSONS�	������
�MAY�DETECT�MORE�4"�THAN�ONE�SPECIMEN�FROM�EVERYBODY�

4.4.4 Past TB

3URVEYS�SHOULD�ALWAYS�ASK�INDIVIDUAL�(#7S�ABOUT�PAST�4"��4HIS�IS�NOT�ONLY�TO�ESTABLISH�PREVIOUS�
4"�DISEASE�BUT�ALSO�TO�IDENTIFY�CASES�DIAGNOSED�AND�TREATED�OUTSIDE�THEIR�OWN�FACILITY��3OME�
hospitals will have employee health clinics which keep records; reviewing these records will give 
AN�ESTIMATE�OF�4"�THAT�HAS�BEEN�DIAGNOSED�AND�TREATED�IN�(#7S��(#7S�SHOULD�GIVE�PERMISSION�
to review their records; or a member of the staff clinic should only give aggregated information. 
3INCE�THOSE�WHO�HAVE�HAD�4"�BEFORE�HAVE�A�HIGHER�RISK�OF�DEVELOPING�IT�AGAIN�(#7S�WITH�A�PAST�
HISTORY�OF�4"�SHOULD�ALWAYS�BE�IN�THE�GROUP�WHICH�GIVES�SPUTUM�SAMPLES�FOR�SMEAR�AND�OR�CULTURE�

4.5 HIV Testing

)T�IS�ALSO�RECOMMENDED�TO�OFFER�()6�TESTING�WHEN�SCREENING�FOR�4"��$EPENDING�ON�THE�COUNTRY�
situation it may be decided to offer HIV testing to all the HCWs in the prevalence survey, or only 
4"�SUSPECTS��ØT�THE�VERY�LEAST�ALL�4"�CASES�SHOULD�BE�OFFERED�()6�TESTING��3URVEILLANCE�OF�THE�
PREVALENCE�OF�()6�AMONG�PEOPLE�WITH�4"�IS�ONE�OF�THE����ESSENTIAL�ACTIVITIES�INCLUDED�IN�THE�7(/�
POLICY�ON�COLLABORATIVE�4"�()6�ACTIVITIES�	SEE�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK�CHAPTER�
11.2). 
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Chapter 5: Sampling Design and Methodology

This section describes the sampling design and sample size estimation methods that can be used 
IN�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�OF�4"�DISEASE�AMONG�(#7S�BY�ACTIVE�CASE�ÞNDING��4HE�METHODOLOGIES�AND�
approaches recommended in this guide are consistent with or similar to, the ones described in 
THE�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK�FOR�THE�GENERAL�POPULATION�;7(/�����=��

5.1 Baseline Prevalence Survey of TB among HCWs 

5.1.1 Study Population

There are several populations considered in this study:
i. The population of all health facilities; and 
ii. The population of HCWs within selected facilities or
iii. The population of HCWs within selected geographical areas

5.1.2 Sample Size Determination 

The following section provides an overview of the critical elements and steps required to 
DETERMINE�AN�APPROPRIATE�SAMPLE�SIZE�FOR�A�CLUSTER�FACILITY�BASED�SURVEY�OF�4"�PREVALENCE�AMONG�
(#7S��&OR�MORE�DETAILED�INFORMATION�PLEASE�REFER�TO�#HAPTER���OF�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�
HANDBOOK�;7(/�����=�AND�#HAPTER���OF�;)AROSSI�����=��

Sample size criteria when sampling health facilities and HCWs may differ from those in 
HOUSEHOLD�BASED�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�OF�THE�GENERAL�POPULATION�IN�SOME�IMPORTANT�ASPECTS�

1. (#7S�OFTEN�HAVE�A�HIGHER�4"�INCIDENCE�THAN�THE�GENERAL�POPULATION�SINCE�THEY�ARE�MORE�LIKELY�
TO�INTERACT�OR�COME�INTO�CONTACT�WITH�4"�PATIENTS��/N�THE�OTHER�HAND�4"�INCIDENCE�AMONG�
HCWs may be lower as they are often in a higher socio-economic stratum than the general 
population and have better access to care, but this difference will be small since HCWs also 
includes CHWs, cleaners, drivers, etc. Furthermore, HCWs and the general population may 
HAVE�A�LARGE�DIFFERENCE�IN�4"�INCIDENCE�BUT�SMALLER�DIFFERENCE�IN�4"�PREVALENCE�SINCE�(#7S�
have better access to care than the general population, therefore they may be diagnosed 
earlier and have a shorter period of infectiousness. For the purpose of sample size calculations 
WE�MAY�ASSUME�A�����HIGHER�BASELINE�ESTIMATE�OF�4"�PREVALENCE�AMONG�(#7S�THAN�THE�
general population, although this may differ between countries.

2. HCWs may have a lower non-participation rate than the general population, since they can 
easily be accessed, screened and examined during work hours. Some groups, e.g. doctors, 
may be less likely to participate.

3. Some smaller countries may not have many HCWs. Such countries can decide to include all 
HCWs in a survey rather than just a sample, or only include HCWs in high-risk areas or facilities.

5.1.3 High Risk Sampling or Representative Sampling?

Countries may choose between three options:

1. Include all HCWs in the country.
2. Do purposeful sampling of only geographic areas, facilities or HCWs which are thought to 

BE�AT�HIGH�RISK�E�G��4"�HOSPITALS��4HIS�WILL�NOT�GIVE�A�REPRESENTATIVE�ESTIMATE�FOR�ALL�(#7S�IN�
the country, but may assist in answering other objectives of a prevalence survey, such as size 
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OF�THE�RISK�OF�4"�IN�THOSE�HIGH�RISK�AREAS�FACILITIES�THE�PROPORTION�OF�CASES�MISSED�BY�A�ROUTINE�
SURVEILLANCE�SYSTEM�AND�REASONS�FOR�UNDER�NOTIÞCATION�

3. Sampling to get a representative sample of the HCWs population in the country. For this 
objective, a cluster survey is recommended, which is described in the paragraphs below.

5.1.4 Steps in Determining a Sample Size for a 
Representative Cluster Survey of TB Prevalence Among HCWs

&OR�A�REPRESENTATIVE�COUNTRYWIDE�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�THE�CLUSTER�SAMPLING�DESIGN�IS�
recommended as the most appropriate sampling design in most situations. See Chapter 5 of the 
7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK�;7(/�����=��

)N�ORDER�TO�CALCULATE�THE�MINIMUM�SAMPLE�SIZE�FOR�A�BASELINE�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�OF�4"�AMONG�
HCWs using a cluster sample survey design, the formula as presented in the handbook can be 
USED��4HE�FORMULA�USES�THE�REQUIRED�RELATIVE�PRECISION�AND�THE�PRIOR�GUESS�OF�TRUE�4"�PREVALENCE��
We need to have information or reasonable guesses on the following key elements:
i. Ø�PRIOR�nGUESSo�OF�THE�TRUE�POPULATION�PREVALENCE�OF�PULMONARY�4"�DISEASE�AMONG�(#7S�

	EXPRESSED�AS�A�PROPORTION�OF�THE�NUMBER�OF�SURVEY�CONÞRMED�4"�CASES�AMONG�(#7S�PER�
�������(#7S�IN�A�GIVEN�COUNTRY
��)F�NOT�AVAILABLE�THE�NOTIÞED�INCIDENCE�IN�THE�GENERAL�
population may be used as an estimate. For surveys that only intend to estimate the lifetime 
prevalence and not point prevalence at time of the survey, sample sizes will be considerable 
lower, since lifetime prevalence is estimated to be larger.

ii. 4HE�RELATIVE�PRECISION�OF�THE�ESTIMATE�OF�4"�PREVALENCE�IS�THE�WIDTH�OF�THE�CONÞDENCE�INTERVAL�
FOR�THE�TRUE�4"�PREVALENCE�AND�IS�EXPRESSED�AS�A�PROPORTION�OR�PERCENTAGE�OF�THE�TRUE�
population prevalence.

iii. Ø�PRIOR�nGUESSo�ABOUT�THE�SIZE�OF�THE�lDESIGN�EFFECTm�WHICH�IS�ESSENTIALLY�THE�MULTIPLE�BY�WHICH�
THE�SAMPLE�SIZE�NEEDS�TO�BE�INCREASED�BECAUSE�OF�THE�CLUSTER�DESIGN�OF�THE�4"�PREVALENCE�
survey, to account for the difference in sample size that would have been required if simple 
random sampling of the population had been used. 

iv. The calculated sample size needs to be adjusted to compensate for non-participation in 
THE�SURVEY��&OR�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�AMONG�(#7S�BETWEEN�����AND�����OF�THE�ELIGIBLE�
population should be expected to participate. 

v. The number of clusters (geographical areas) is determined by the total sample size divided by 
the chosen cluster size. It is recommended that the number of clusters to be sampled be at 
least 50, in order to ensure adequate representative coverage of the eligible HCW population 
AND�OBTAIN�RELIABLE�ESTIMATES�OF�BETWEEN�CLUSTER�VARIATION�IN�THE�TRUE�4"�PREVALENCE�;7(/�
����=��)N�SMALL�COUNTRIES�THIS�COULD�BE����GROUPS�OF�FACILITIES�RATHER�THAN����GEOGRAPHICAL�AREAS��
A typical cluster size is 400-1000 HCWs. For a HCW survey other types of sampling may be 
used, with varying cluster sizes.

5.1.5 Sampling Methodology

In smaller countries all HCWs can be included in a survey. The sampling methodology 
RECOMMENDED�FOR�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�OF�(#7S�IN�LARGER�COUNTRIES�IS�A�MULTI�STAGE�CLUSTERED�
SAMPLING�DESIGN��)N�SUCH�A�DESIGN�INFORMATION�ON�4"�DISEASE�AND�OTHER�RELEVANT�INDICATORS�IS�
collected from representative samples of HCWs within representative clusters (or samples of 
health facilities). 

The selection of HCWs should be done through a multi-stage Probability Proportional to Size 
(PPS) method. We will describe a three-stage PPS sampling method to illustrate the steps that 
could be used in a multi-stage PPS method. 
 q 4HE�ÞRST�STAGE�IS�THE�RANDOM�SELECTION�OF�PRIMARY�SAMPLING�UNITS�	035S
�FROM�A�LIST�OF�THE�
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administrative units of health facilities, such as districts or sub-districts. These PSUs should be 
selected using PPS, the size is determined by the number of health facilities in each district. 
The survey team will need to review available national and regional lists of health facilities at 
national, regional and local levels in order to determine the number of health facilities in each 
district. 

 q The second stage would be to select using PPS, a sample of health facilities within each 
selected district. This second stage would require updating existing listings or creating a 
new, more accurate and complete listing of health facilities in the selected districts and then 
IDENTIFYING�AND�MAPPING�ALL�THE�FACILITIES�WHICH�REGISTER�SCREEN�OR�TREAT�4"�PATIENTS��)T�WILL�BE�
necessary to have an estimate of the number of HCWs per facility.�&ACILITIES�CAN�BE�STRATIÞED�BY�
size, e.g. big, medium and small, then they can be sampled within these strata.

 q 4HE�THIRD�AND�ÞNAL�STAGE�OF�SAMPLING�WOULD�BE�TO�SELECT�ALL�(#7S�IN�EACH�SELECTED�HEALTH�
facility, as needed to meet the required sample size. 

5.1.6 Stratification, Oversampling and Sampling Weights

4HE�HEALTH�FACILITIES�MAY�BE�STRATIÞED�INTO�DIFFERENT�MUTUALLY�EXCLUSIVE�SUB�GROUPS�	E�G��WHETHER�
they are public or private) from which samples are then drawn. This can be done to improve the 
statistical power and the precision of estimates for a given sample or to ensure that each group is 
ADEQUATELY�REPRESENTED�;7ASSENICH�AND�-UNOZ�����=��

)F�A�SURVEY�SEEKS�TO�ASSESS�WHETHER�4"�PREVALENCE�DIFFERS�BETWEEN�DIFFERENT�GROUPS�OF�(#7S�
the sampling strategy may need to be adjusted to address this objective by oversampling 
those groups which are not adequately represented in the study population. For example, we 
MAY�SUSPECT�THAT�THE�4"�PREVALENCE�IS�LOWER�IN�PRIVATE�FOR�PROÞT�HEALTHCARE�FACILITIES�THAN�IN�
the public healthcare facilities. Private facilities tend to have a smaller than average number of 
HCWs, therefore it may be necessary to oversample this group in order to have an adequate 
NUMBER�OF�OBSERVATIONS�TO�PERFORM�THE�REQUIRED�STATISTICAL�ANALYSES��4HIS�WOULD�BE�DONE�BY�ÞRST�
stratifying the sample of health facilities by type (private versus public), and then assigning a 
higher number of health facilities to the private stratum than it would have received under a PPS 
SAMPLING�METHOD��7HEN�STRATIÞCATION�OR�OVERSAMPLING�IS�USED�SAMPLE�WEIGHTS�SHOULD�BE�USED�
to account for the higher than expected probabilities of selecting oversampled groups to ensure 
that the statistics obtained correspond to the overall study population. For further guidance on 
implementing multi-stage sampling procedures see references [Grosh and Munoz 1996, Iarossi 
�����7ASSENICH�AND�-UNOZ������,EVY�AND�,EMESHOW������AND�7(/�����=��

5.2 Impact Survey

4HE�DESIGN�OF�REPEAT�SURVEYS�OF�4"�PREVALENCE�IS�DISCUSSED�IN�#HAPTER���OF�THE�7(/�4"�
PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK�;7(/�����=��2EPEAT�SURVEYS�AMONG�THE�GENERAL�POPULATION�WILL�
./4�CONTAIN�THE�SAME�PARTICIPANTS�AS�THE�ÞRST�SURVEY��&OR�(#7S�A�REPEAT�SURVEY�MAY�BE�DONE�IN�
the same group, since the number of HCWs in a country may be too small to do repeat surveys 
WITH�DIFFERENT�(#7S��7HEN�PLANNING�A�SURVEY�OR�SURVEYS�TO�ASSESS�THE�IMPACT�OF�4"�)#�MEASURES�
it is advised to involve experienced researchers in impact designs. Some guidelines are given 
below.
It should be noted that impact surveys usually take place in the same facilities among the same 
(#7S���AND�THEREFORE�CAN�BE�USED�TO�ACTUALLY�COMPUTE�4"�INCIDENCE��ØS�DISCUSSED�IN�CHAPTER�
��THE�ÞRST�SURVEY�MAY�AFFECT�THE�SECOND�SURVEY�IN�SEVERAL�WAYS��4HEREFORE�IT�IS�RECOMMENDED�TO�
have several years BETWEEN�THE�MEASUREMENT�OF�4"�PREVALENCE�AMONG�(#7S�BEFORE�AND�AFTER�
interventions. )MPACT�WILL�BE�MEASURED�AS�A�REDUCTION�IN�4"�PREVALENCE�AND�OR�INCIDENCE�AMONG�
(#7S��4HE�IMPACT�WILL�DEPEND�A�LOT�ON�WHETHER�4"�)#�INCLUDES�ISONIAZID�PREVENTIVE�THERAPY�	)04
�
for HCWs.
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5.2.1 Sample Size Consideration for an Impact Survey

It is beyond the scope of this guide to discuss the sample size of impact surveys in detail. It is 
recommended to involve a statistician and two points should be considered:

1. 7HEN�MEASURING�THE�IMPACT�OF�IMPLEMENTED�4"�)#�MEASURES�IT�SHOULD�BE�NOTED�THAT�NOT�
ALL�4"�AMONG�(#7S�IS�DUE�TO�TRANSMISSION�IN�THE�FACILITY��(#7S�CAN�ALSO�BE�INFECTED�IN�THE�
COMMUNITY��4HEREFORE�4"�)#�MEASURES�IN�THE�FACILITY�CAN�ONLY�REDUCE�4"�PREVALENCE�TO�A�LIMITED�
extent. It may be assumed that half the infections are due to occupational transmission and 
HALF�DUE�TO�COMMUNITY�TRANSMISSION�SINCE�4"�AMONG�(#7S�IS�OFTEN�TWICE�THAT�IN�THE�GENERAL�
POPULATION�;-ENZIES������*OSHI������"AUSSANO�����=�THEREFORE�THE�INTRODUCTION�OF�4"�)#�
MEASURES�COULD�REDUCE�OCCUPATIONAL�TRANSMISSION�BY�HALF��4HUS�A�REDUCTION�IN�4"�PREVALENCE�
of 25% over several years would be a reasonable expected outcome between two rounds of 
surveys.  

2. 7HEN�CONDUCTING�A�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�AMONG�(#7S�TO�EXAMINE�THE�EFFECT�OF�4"�)#�
MEASURES�ACROSS�SEVERAL�OUTCOMES�	E�G��PREVALENCE�OF�4"�DISEASE�SCREENING�PARTICIPATION�RATE�
AND�THE�PROPORTION�OF�CASES�NOTIÞED
�THE�MINIMUM�SAMPLE�SIZE�REQUIRED�FOR�EACH�OUTCOME�	AS�
each outcome may require a different sample size) and the largest sample size derived from 
the various calculations should be used, resources permitting. However, if the available budget 
is too small, the survey team needs to reduce the scope of the impact survey [Wassenich and 
-UNOZ�����=�

5.2.2 Use of the Stepped Wedge Design and Difference–
in-Differences Method to assess impact 

)N�SOME�COUNTRIES�IT�MAY�BE�POSSIBLE�TO�SHOW�A�DECLINE�IN�4"�PREVALENCE�AMONG�(#7S�AFTER�THE�
IMPLEMENTATION�OF�4"�)#�MEASURES��)N�PARALLEL�WITH�A�DECLINE�IN�CASE�NOTIÞCATIONS�THIS�IS�A�STRONG�
ARGUMENT�IN�FAVOR�OF�4"�)#�ALTHOUGH�THERE�MAY�BE�OTHER�REASONS�FOR�THE�REDUCTION�BESIDES�4"�)#�
measures.

When the intention is to build evidence for a CAUSAL�RELATIONSHIP�BETWEEN�4"�)#�MEASURES�AND�
THE�PREVALENCE�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�FACILITIES�WITH�4"�)#�MEASURES�NEED�TO�BE�COMPARED�TO�
THOSE�WITHOUT�4"�)#�MEASURES��,IKE�MOST�OTHER�PUBLIC�HEALTH�MEASURES�THE�INTRODUCTION�OF�4"�)#�
measures cannot be withheld from facilities in a case control design (in which half the facilities 
WOULD�NOT�GET�4"�)#�MEASURES
�FOR�ETHICAL�REASONS��&OR�SUCH�RESEARCH�WHERE�PROGRAM�ASSIGNMENT�
is not based on explicit criteria, a stepped wedge design (also called phased introduction or 
IMPLEMENTATION�DESIGN
�PERMITS�SEQUENTIAL�ROLL�OUT�OF�THE�INTERVENTION�	INTRODUCTION�OF�4"�)#�
measures) to various units and study sites over different time periods. This design will allow 
comparisons between health facilities, and controlling for confounding, selection bias and 
UNDERLYING�TIME�TRENDS�;"ROWN�AND�,ILFORD������3QUIRE�����=��4HE�ORDER�IN�WHICH�THE�SELECTED�
zones receive the intervention is determined at random. A stepped wedge design can go hand-
IN�HAND�WITH�A�PLANNED�PHASED�COUNTRY�WIDE�INTRODUCTION�OF�4"�)#�MEASURES��(EALTH�FACILITIES�CAN�
serve as their own control; also the total pre- and post-intervention period of all health facilities 
TOGETHER�WILL�BE�COMPARED�;4"#4Ø�������PAGES������=�

4HE�PHASED�IMPLEMENTATION�APPROACH�PROVIDES�AN�OPPORTUNITY�TO�COMPARE�THE�CHANGES�IN�4"�
prevalence among HCWs over time, between a group of health facilities which have introduced 
4"�)#�MEASURES�	THE�TREATMENT�GROUP
�AND�A�GROUP�OF�HEALTH�FACILITIES�WHICH�IS�YET�TO�IMPLEMENT�
4"�)#�MEASURES�	THE�COMPARISON�GROUP
��This can be done by using the Difference-in-Differences 
	$$
�METHOD�IN�;'ERTLER�ET�AL������4ABLE����=��
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 Table 7. Difference-in-Differences Method
After "EFORE Difference

4REATMENT�GROUP�	4"�)#�MEASURES�IN�PLACE
 " A "���Ø
#OMPARISON�	NO�4"�)#�MEASURES
 D C D - C
Difference "���$ A - C $$���	"�qØ
�q�	$�q�#

3OURCE��;'ERTLER�����=��$$���	"�qØ
�q�	$�q�#
�REPRESENTS�THE�IMPACT�ESTIMATE�
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Chapter 6: Data Collection and Analysis

This chapter describes the main methods of data collection and discusses strategies for 
identifying potential sources of data. For general guidelines see Chapter 15 (Documents and data 
MANAGEMENT
�OF�THE�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK��3OME�ASPECTS�THAT�MAY�DIFFER�FOR�
HCW surveys are described here.

6.1 Preparation for Data Collection 

The following preparations may differ between a HCW survey and a community survey.

Asking permissions from health facilities: 
In order for a survey among HCWs to succeed, it is necessary to obtain buy-in from the 
RELEVANT�STAKEHOLDERS�SUCH�AS�THE�-O(�	BOTH�THE�DEPARTMENTS�OF�4"�CONTROL�AND�THE�
department of occupational health), the Ministry of Labor, medical specialty organizations, such 
as doctors associations and nurses associations, district/provincial authorities and facility heads. 
They may assist in advocacy for survey participation and/or advise you on how to convince 
HCWs to participate. Convincing private health facilities may be a challenge. 
 
Assess how much time is needed to persuade to HCWs to participate in the survey, in large 
hospitals you may need to do several advocacy sessions.  
 
Discuss the following with facility management:
 q What is the best time and location for screening tests. HCWs will usually be surveyed during 

working hours, in contrast with community surveys which are often outside working hours
 q (OW�TO�COMMUNICATE�RESULTS�ABOUT�(#7S�DIAGNOSED�WITH�4"�BY�THE�SURVEY���AT�HOME�IN�

facility, verbally, in writing or both 
 q What type of feedback they want at what stage
 q What information can be collected about HCWs not willing to participate? Only facility 

name, or also occupation/department? How can we ensure proper care even for those who 
refuse to participate? 

Identifying and mapping the sample of health facilities to be surveyed:�"EFORE�BEGINNING�
THE�SURVEY�EACH�ÞELD�SUPERVISOR�SHOULD�IDENTIFY�AND�MAP�THE�SELECTED�FACILITIES�IN�HIS�HER�
ASSIGNED�AREA�SO�AS�TO�BE�ABLE�TO�DETERMINE�WHERE�AND�HOW�TO�DEPLOY�ÞELD�TEAMS�TO�THESE�
facilities for data collection. 
Pilot-testing, revising and finalizing the survey procedures and data collection instruments: 
A limited number of HCWs (20-30) representing different occupational groups and levels of the 
health system (primary, secondary and tertiary health facilities), and sectors (private and public 
facilities) should be invited to answer the questionnaires as part of the pilot-test. 
Specifically for impact surveys: The research team should review all the different indicators 
which were part of the results chain (beginning with the impact indicators and moving back to 
THE�INTERMEDIATE�OUTCOMES�MEASURES�OF�THE�DELIVERY�OF�4"�)#�INTERVENTIONS�AND�EXPLANATORY�
and control variables) and select a smaller set of indicators to measure for the cross-sectional 
prevalence survey or impact evaluation.
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6.2 Data Collection Methods and Procedures

6.2.1 Timing of data collection

&OR�A�BASELINE�4"�SURVEY�DATA�ON�RELEVANT�INDICATORS�NEEDS�TO�BE�COLLECTED�BEFORE�THE�4"�)#�
MEASURES�HAVE�BEEN�IMPLEMENTED��7HEN�ASSESSING�THE�EFFECTS�OF�THE�4"�)#�MEASURES�DATA�WILL�
NEED�TO�BE�COLLECTED�AT�AT�LEAST�TWO�POINTS�IN�TIME�	BEFORE�AND�AFTER�THE�IMPLEMENTATION�OF�4"�
IC measures). Depending upon the type of outcome measured, it would be useful to collect 
OUTCOME�DATA�AT�LEAST�����YEARS�AFTER�THE�INTRODUCTION�OF�4"�)#�INTERVENTIONS�WHEN�THE�BENEÞTS�
are expected to be measurable. 
 

6.2.2 Data Collection Procedures and Tools

#HAPTER���AND�ØNNEX���OF�THE�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK��;7(/�����=�DESCRIBE�
and provide samples of the types of tools (questionnaires and other forms) which have been 
USED�IN�VARIOUS�ADAPTATIONS�IN�PREVIOUS�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�OF�THE�GENERAL�POPULATION��4HESE�
tools include the enumeration or census form, the screening questionnaire, the questionnaire 
for participants eligible for sputum examination, the risk factor questionnaire, and the follow-up 
questionnaire. All these questionnaires and other forms collect individual-level information and 
can be easily adapted for use among HCWs, and pilot-tested for ease of understanding and 
ADMINISTRATION�AS�WELL�AS�THE�CULTURAL�APPROPRIATENESS�IN�THE�SPECIÞC�COUNTRY�CONTEXT��

3PECIÞC�ITEMS�THAT�SHOULD�BE�ADAPTED�FOR�(#7S�ARE�AS�FOLLOWS�	SEE�EXAMPLE�IN�ØNNEX�PAge 49):

1. To the screening questionnaire (p266 of the WHO TB prevalence surveys: a handbook):
p� Reasons for Non-Response: It is important to document the reasons for non-response or for 

the refusals to participate. While the loss of sample will not impact the data, it could potentially 
bias the results if the HCW refusing, differs from the responding HCW. HCWs are allowed to 
refuse to answer this question. 

p� Demographic Information: Age and sex are usually asked. For HCWs we can add: Occupation, 
the total duration in service as a health worker/in a health facility, the type of facility where 
the main part of their work is carried out, whether they are working in more than one facility 
(give type 1 and type 2), the number of years of service at the facility being surveyed; service/
DEPARTMENT�OF�AFÞLIATION�AT�THE�TIME�OF�THE�SURVEY�	E�G��RADIOLOGY�INTERNAL�MEDICINE�MATERNITY�
OBSTETRICS�AND�GYNAECOLOGY�PHARMACY�LABORATORY�GENERAL�4"�WARD�AND�-$2�4"�WARD
� 

p� Clinical Variables:�PREVIOUS�HISTORY�OF�4"�	YES�NO�DONmT�KNOW�REFUSED�TO�ANSWER��IF�YES�IN�WHAT�
YEAR�WAS�THE�LATEST�EPISODE�WHAT�WAS�THE�SITE�OF�THE�4"�AND�WHETHER�THEY�TOOK���MONTHS�OF�
ACTIVE�4"�TREATMENT�OR�NOT
��IS�THE�(#7�CURRENTLY�ON�4"�TREATMENT �/NE�CAN�CHOOSE�TO�ASK�
questions on HIV status of all participants, or only to those eligible for sputum examination. 

p� Screening information:�(AS�THE�(#7�EVEN�BEEN�SCREENED�FOR�4"�AS�PART�OF�A�FACILITY�SCREENING�
program or job entry screening?  
 - If so, at this or another facility? 
 - How often?  
 - When was the last screening?  
 - Which diagnostics methods were used?  
 - What was the result?

p� Insurance: Whether the HCW has medical insurance (and if so, whether it covers medical care 
at their own facility).
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p� TB Contacts:�4HE�QUESTION�ON�CONTACTS�WITH�4"�SHOULD�BE�CLEARLY�SPLIT�IN�THOSE�IN�THE�PRIVATE�
situation (within household or family) and those which are work related. 

2. To the questionnaire for participants eligible for sputum examination (p267 of the WHO 
TB prevalence surveys: a handbook): 
In high HIV prevalence settings, HCWs may also be asked about their HIV status (positive, 
negative, don’t know or refused to answer), and whether they are currently taking ART or IPT. 

3. To the Risk-factor questionnaire (p286 of the WHO TB prevalence surveys: a handbook): 
The WHO handbook considers this questionnaire as optional for nationwide community 
prevalence surveys. For surveys among HCWs, several risk factors may be chosen, but at least 
the questions on occupation (as mentioned under screening questionnaire) should be added. 

6.2.3 Characteristics of the Health Facility 

Data obtained from health facility assessments and audits of service quality conducted prior 
TO�THE�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�CAN�PROVIDE�VALUABLE�INFORMATION�ABOUT�FACILITIES��&OR�EXAMPLE�
many countries have conducted Service Availability Mapping (SAM) exercises. SAM results and 
databases are country owned, and can be accessed free of charge through either a data use 
agreement with each country’s MoH, or through the WHO’s Global Atlas (http://www.who.int/
GLOBALATLAS
�;-%Ø352%�%VALUATION�����=��

Depending on how current the health facility data is, the facility-level information (particularly the 
information on HCWs and services at the facility) may need to be checked and updated at the 
level of each facility during the survey. For example, in many countries, many clinics with a limited 
number of beds are listed as “hospitals”, and there are also many instances where physicians 
WORKING�IN�GOVERNMENT�HEALTH�FACILITIES�ARE�ALSO�WORKING�IN�PRIVATE�FOR�PROÞT�FACILITIES�WHICH�THEY�
either own, or whether they are engaged in a part-time basis or only on call for emergencies 
;$UTTA�ET�AL�����=��

The types of information that might be of interest to the prevalence survey include, but are not 
limited to: 
i. The type of facility (government-public; government - but not public (e.g. military, police 

HOSPITALS
��PRIVATE�	FOR�PROÞT
��PRIVATE�	NON�PROÞT

ii. The number of health workers employed at the facility at the time of the survey (by occupation 

and function) 
iii. 4HE�TYPES�OF�SERVICES�PROVIDED�AT�THE�FACILITY�	9ES�.O��4"�()6�Ø)$3�-ALARIA�-ATERNAL�HEALTH�

child health, family planning, laboratory etc.)
iv. Total number of patients seen at the facility in the year prior to the survey 
v. .UMBER�OF�INCOMING�AND�OUTGOING�STAFF�DURING�THE�PREVIOUS�TWO�YEARS�
vi. Digital maps of each facility. 

6.3 TB-IC Facility Assessment Questionnaire 

A structured facility assessment questionnaire with scoring sheets should be used to collect 
complementary facility-based data (through interviews with managers of the selected health 
FACILITIES�AND�THE�REVIEW�OF�HEALTH�FACILITY�RECORDS
�ABOUT�THE�IMPLEMENTATION�OF�4"�)#�MEASURES��
%XAMPLES�OF�THESE�4"�)#�FACILITY�ASSESSMENT�INSTRUMENTS�CAN�BE�FOUND�IN�THE�PUBLICATION�TITLED�
l)MPLEMENTING�THE�7(/�0OLICY�ON�4"�)NFECTION�#ONTROLm�;4"�#Ø0�����=��
"ESIDES�INDICATORS�THAT�CAN�EASILY�BE�OBSERVED�ONE�CAN�CONSIDER�COLLECTING�MORE�COMPLICATED�
DATA�THAT�CAN�INDICATE�THE�EFFECTIVENESS�OF�4"�)#�INTERVENTIONS�SUCH�AS�THE�	REDUCTION�IN
�
DIAGNOSTIC�DELAY�TIME�ACHIEVED�BY�THE�FULL�OR�PARTIAL�IMPLEMENTATION�OF�4"�)#�MEASURES�

http://www.who.int/globalatlas
http://www.who.int/globalatlas
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6.4 Follow-up of Survey Participants 

ØNY�SURVEY�PARTICIPANT�FOUND�TO�HAVE�SYMPTOMS�OR�SIGNS�OF�4"�MUST�BE�REFERRED�FOR�FURTHER�
EXAMINATION�ACCORDING�TO�NATIONAL�4"�POLICY��&OR�ALL�4"�PATIENTS�()6�TESTING�WITH�PRE��AND�POST�
test counseling should be offered by the HCW’s own facility (or a collaborating laboratory facility, 
depending on local policies). Those found to be HIV-infected will be referred to ART clinics and 
MANAGED�ACCORDINGLY��ØLL�PATIENTS�DIAGNOSED�WITH�4"�()6�OR�BOTH�WILL�BE�LINKED�TO�THE�PUBLIC�
health care system for appropriate management. 

ØLL�4"�CASES�AMONG�(#7S�SHOULD�ALSO�BE�NOTIÞED�IN�THE�REGULAR�4"�NOTIÞCATION�SYSTEM��)F�STIGMA�
IS�AN�ISSUE�NOTIÞCATION�MAY�BE�DONE�IN�ANOTHER�FACILITY�AND�BY�)$�NUMBER�RATHER�THAN�BY�NAME�

6.5 Data Analysis

Data analysis of prevalence surveys is discussed extensively in part IV of the 7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�
surveys: a handbook. Some aspects may differ in prevalence surveys among HCWs and these 
need to be developed in consultation with a statistician:
1. Weighting could be more complicated since HCWs can be divided into many different sub-

groups related to the type of facility, exposure and job categories. 
2. In population surveys, the sample in the survey is usually a small fraction of the population. In 

HCW surveys, the fraction of the HCWs in the country which are included in the survey may 
BE�LARGE��7E�NEED�TO�DO�ÞNITE�POPULATION�CORRECTIONS�IN�ORDER�TO�COMPUTE�THE�VARIANCE�OF�
estimators which may reduce the sample size. 

3. Missing data may be of a different nature, since certain job categories e.g. medical doctors or 
private facilities may be less likely to participate. This requires proper adjustments. 

4. Sampling may not be optimal in the case of countries with limited documentation on existing 
FACILITIES��4HIS�MAY�NEED�TO�BE�ADJUSTED�FOR�E�G��BY�POST�STRATIÞCATION�

5. When comparing prevalence between 2 surveys, the changes in between surveys need to be 
TAKEN�INTO�ACCOUNT��4RENDS�IN�PREVALENCE�CAN�BE�COMPARED�TO�TRENDS�IN�CASE�NOTIÞCATION�
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Chapter 7: Quality Assurance

-OST�GUIDANCE�ON�QUALITY�ASSURANCE�CAN�BE�FOUND�IN�THE�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�
handbook chapters 3.3 (standard operating procedures), 6.6 (questionnaires), 7.9 (Chest X Rays), 
�����	LABORATORY�PROCEDURES
�AND�ALSO�IN�CHAPTERS����	ÞELD�OPERATIONS
�AND����	DOCUMENTS�AND�
data management). This chapter describes where quality assurance measures for HCW surveys 
differ from those in community surveys.

7.1 Quality Assurance in Diagnostic Procedures

Chest X-Ray

#82S�ARE�DISCUSSED�IN�DETAIL�IN�CHAPTER���OF�THE�7(/�HANDBOOK�ON�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��4HEY�
should be read using a standardized system, e.g. the Chest X-Ray Recording and Reporting 
3YSTEM�DEN�"OON�����=��)N�COMMUNITY�SURVEYS�#82S�ARE�USUALLY�READ�BY�A�LIMITED�NUMBER�OF�
reviewers, in order to make sure that they are all read in the same way. In a prevalence survey 
among HCWs with a limited budget, it is possible that CXRs are read by the facilities where 
the HCWs work or the nearest district hospital. In such cases it is important to have centralized 
training on the reading of CXRs as well as continuous monitoring. A sample of CXRs can be cross 
read by a central facility. A mobile CXR unit should be considered.

CXRs for a prevalence survey should be read in a different way from CXRs for clinical purposes. 
For a prevalence survey, CXRs with any abnormalities should be referred for sputum collection, 
AND�NOT�ONLY�THOSE�WITH�4"�RELATED�ABNORMALITIES�SINCE�THE�LATTER�MAY�BE�MISSED��

Furthermore, it should be ensured that HCWs who read CXRs are also surveyed, and that they do 
not read their own CXR. This should preferably be done in a different facility, so transport should 
be arranged. 

Laboratory Diagnostics

In community surveys, laboratory procedures are usually done by a limited number of 
laboratories, in order to make sure they are all processed in the same way. In a prevalence 
survey among HCWs with a limited budget, it is possible that samples are processed by the 
facilities where the HCWs work, or nearby district hospitals. In such cases it is important to have 
centralized training on the harmonization of laboratory procedures and thorough external quality 
ASSURANCE�	%1Ø
�PROCEDURES�BEFORE�AND�DURING�THE�SURVEY��

Furthermore, it should be ensured that all laboratory staff are also surveyed, and that they do 
not process their own samples. This should preferably be done in a different facility, so transport 
should be arranged. 

7.2 Translation

4RANSLATION�HAS�LIMITED�COVERAGE�IN�THE�7(/�44"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK�THEREFORE�
some additional information is provided here. When translation of the survey/forms/
questionnaires is required, guidelines on how the translation should be conducted should be 
provided. The WHS Translation Guidelines are available on the WHS web site at (http://www.who.
int/healthinfo/survey/en/). 

http://www.who.int/healthinfo/survey/en/
http://www.who.int/healthinfo/survey/en/
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A summary list of points to be considered when reviewing of translation procedures includes:
p� The languages spoken in the country; the coverage of major language groups
p� Who was involved in the translation process?
p� Were all the required materials translated?

 q1UESTIONNAIRES
 qAppendices
 qGuide to administration (only when the interviewers do not understand English)
 qSurvey manual (only when the interviewers do not understand English)
 qResult codes

p� What issues came up in the translation?
p� What protocol was undertaken (e.g. the full translation was sent to the WHO or just a list of the 

key items)?
p� Were linguistic evaluation forms completed? 
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Chapter 8: Data Dissemination and Utilization

8.1 Use results for M&E, policy and action

4HE�DATA�FROM�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�CAN�LEAD�TO�COUNTRY�HEALTH�FACILITY��SPECIÞC�
policy evaluation, policy revision and action, as described under indications for a survey. 

8.2 Data Dissemination levels

The dissemination of data at the right level and to the right target audience is the key to its 
UTILIZATION��$ATA�ON�THE�PREVALENCE�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�CAN�BE�DISSEMINATED�AT�VARIOUS�LEVELS��THE�
individual level, the facility level, the country level (national level) and the global level.

8.2.1 Data Dissemination at the Individual Level

4HE�PROVISION�OF�DATA�OR�RESULTS�OF�4"�TESTING�TO�AN�INDIVIDUAL�(#7�MUST�BE�CARRIED�OUT�IN�A�
CONÞDENTIAL�MANNER��4HIS�CAN�BE�DONE�BOTH�VERBALLY�AND�IN�A�WRITTEN�FORM��)T�SHOULD�BE�NOTED�THAT�
BOTH�THE�(#7S�WITH�	SUSPECTED
�4"�AND�THOSE�WITHOUT�	SUSPECTED
�4"�SHOULD�GET�THEIR�RESULTS�
IN�THE�SAME�WAY�TO�ENSURE�ANONYMITY��ØDDITIONALLY�THE�(#7S�WITH�4"�SHOULD�BE�ENCOURAGED�TO�
share this information with the relevant people in order to get support and follow-up services. 
3EE�ALSO�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK�#HAPTER����;7(/�����=��

8.2.2 Data Dissemination at the Facility Level

At the facility level, data can be disseminated in the form of a report to the facility administrator. 
Data should always be anonymous, unless individual HCWs have given permission to share their 
DATA��ØT�THE�DISTRICT�LEVEL�ANONYMOUS�DETAILS�OF�4"�CASES�AMONG�(#7S�SHOULD�BE�MADE�AVAILABLE�
TO�CLINICIANS�TO�MAKE�THEM�AWARE�OF�THEIR�LOCAL�RESISTANCE�PROÞLES�AND�TO�ENABLE�THEM�TO�MAKE�
BETTER�EMPIRICAL�TREATMENT�CHOICES�;-O(�'HANA�ØPRIL������P���=��)F�ANONYMOUS�DATA�CAN�ALSO�
BE�SHARED�AT�STAFF�MEETINGS�AND�CONFERENCES��4HE�PREVALENCE�OF�4"�AMONG�HEALTH�STAFF�AT�A�FACILITY�
CAN�ALSO�PROMPT�AN�EVALUATION�OF�CURRENT�4"�)#�MEASURES�AND�ENCOURAGE�ADJUSTMENTS�FOR�BETTER�
IC and prevention. 

It should be noted that data at facility level should not contain identifying information, for 
example name, sex, age or job title. It may be possible to aggregate such details at the national 
level, but at the facility level the number of cases will be too small to ensure anonymity. Data can 
be shared across facilities in the form of a regional or annual facility meeting. 

8.2.3 Data Dissemination at National Level

When considering the dissemination of data, the following target audiences need to be 
CONSIDERED��THE�-O(�	DEPARTMENTS�THAT�DEAL�WITH�4"�()6�Ø)$3�AND�THOSE�THAT�DEAL�WITH�
health facilities/hospitals and occupational health), the Ministry of Finance, Labor Unions, HCW 
REPRESENTATIVES�.'/S�DELIVERING�HEALTH�SERVICES�PRISON�HEALTH�SERVICES�PROFESSIONAL�ASSOCIATIONS�
such as medical and nursing schools, hospital/health facility directors, laboratory directors, 
community health care providers, researchers, health insurance entities, occupational health 
ENTITIES�AND�THE�LOCAL�OFÞCES�OF�FUNDING�AGENCIES�SUCH�AS�THE�'LOBAL�&UND�
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8.2.4 Data Dissemination at the Global Level

$ISSEMINATION�OF�THE�PREVALENCE�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�AT�THE�GLOBAL�LEVEL�COULD�TAKE�THE�FORM�OF�AN�
annual report, such as the WHO Global Tuberculosis Control annual report, which has an indicator 
ON�4"�AMONG�(#7S��Ø�REPORT�COULD�ALSO�BE�SENT�TO�OTHER�GLOBAL�BODIES�SUCH�AS�THE�)NTERNATIONAL�
,ABOUR�/RGANIZATION�	),/
�)NTERNATIONAL�#OUNCIL�OF�.URSES�	)#.
�)NTERNATIONAL�&EDERATION�OF�2ED�
Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC), and the International Federation of Infection Control 
(IFIC) in order to magnify dissemination and advocacy. 

Data can also be summarized and disseminated through documents developed by allied 
international organizations such as the ILO which translates relevant health information and 
disseminates it to the health sector workforce. Data can also be shared at annual congresses, 
e.g. the International Hospital Federation (IHF) which represents hospitals and health facilities 
worldwide.

8.3 Target audience

7HEN�A�SPECIÞC�TARGET�AUDIENCE�HAS�BEEN�IDENTIÞED�FOR�THE�DATA�DISSEMINATION�IT�IS�IMPORTANT�TO�
keep several issues in mind: 
p� The objectives for the sharing of data
p� The key messages to be delivered 
p� 4HE�SPECIÞC�ACTIONS�REQUESTED�OF�THE�TARGET�AUDIENCE�
p� Opportunities and entry points for using the data.

Each of the objectives mentioned in chapter 2 will have a result, and each of those results can be 
used for advocacy on different levels.

%XAMPLE�"OXES�������ILLUSTRATE�HOW�MESSAGES�CAN�BE�TARGETED�AT�THE�NATIONAL�LEVEL�AND�USED�
for advocacy purposes, and are adapted from the “Advocacy Strategy for Adoption and 
$ISSEMINATION�OF�THE�7(/�0OLICY�ON�4"�)NFECTION�#ONTROL�IN�(EALTH�#ARE�&ACILITIES�#ONGREGATE�
3ETTINGS�AND�(OUSEHOLDSo�;7(/�����=�

Example Box 1: National Level Target Audience Example
.40S�OFTEN�HAVE�LITTLE�OR�NO�CONTROL�OVER�A�NUMBER�OF�THE�CONCRETE�ACTIONS�THAT�MUST�BE�TAKEN�
TO�IMPROVE�4"�)#�SO�OUTREACH�TO�AND�ADVOCACY�BY�OTHER�MINISTRIES�AND�OTHER�PROGRAMS�WITHIN�
THE�-/(�MAY�BE�ESSENTIAL�TO�THE�SUCCESS�OF�4"�)#�EFFORTS��3PECIÞC�MAPPING�OF�KEY�PLAYERS�AT�
THE�NATIONAL�LEVEL�WILL�BE�NEEDED�TO�DEVELOP�COUNTRY�SPECIÞC�ADVOCACY�PLANS��4HESE�INCLUDE�
 q -O(S�AND�THEIR�CONSTITUENT�.ATIONAL�Ø)$3�#ONTROL�0ROGRAMS�	.Ø#0
�HOSPITAL�SERVICES�AND�

programs responsible for general IC 
 q Ministries of Infrastructure that are often responsible for the design, construction and 

renovation of public health facilities
 q Ministries of Finance that are responsible for establishing budget priorities
 q -INISTRIES�OF�*USTICE�IN�ORDER�TO�PROMOTE�4"�)#�STANDARDS�AND�IMPLEMENTATION�IN�PRISONS�
 q .ATIONAL�(#7�ORGANIZATIONS�AND�OCCUPATIONAL�HEALTH
 q .ATIONAL�HOSPITAL�ADMINISTRATIONS

Advocacy Objectives:
p� #OUNTRIES�ADOPT�AND�IMPLEMENT�NATIONAL�)#�POLICIES�WITH�A�STRONG�4"�)#�COMPONENT�THAT�

IS�GUIDED�BY�THE�7(/mS�NEW�4"�)#�POLICY�AND�PANDEMIC�PREPAREDNESS�PLANS�INCLUDE�
MEASURES�THAT�COVER�4"�)#�AS�WELL
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p� Country health budgets include IC as an integral part of the health budget for training, 
procurement and infrastructure development

p� -O(S�MANDATE�COORDINATION�BETWEEN�APPROPRIATE�AGENCIES�INCLUDING�.40S�AND�.ATIONAL�
Ø)$3�#ONTROL�0ROGRAMS�IN�IMPLEMENTING�4"�)#�INTERVENTIONS�AND�QUANTIFYING�STAFF�NEEDS�
FOR�THE�IMPLEMENTATION�OF�4"�)#

p� (IGH�BURDEN�COUNTRIES�SUBMIT�AN�INCREASED�NUMBER�OF�4"�AND�()6�Ø)$3�APPLICATIONS�TO�THE�
Global Fund that request funding for implementation of IC measures consistent with WHO 
4"�)#�POLICY

p� /RGANIZATIONS�RESPONSIBLE�FOR�THE�OCCUPATIONAL�HEALTH�OF�(#7S�VALUE�THE�IMPACT�OF�4"�)#�
MEASURES�IN�PREVENTING�4"�AMONG�ITS�WORKFORCE�

Key Messages:
p� 4"�AND�-�8$2�4"�TRANSMISSION�IS�OCCURRING�IN�HEALTH�FACILITIES�LABORATORIES�PRISONS�AND�

other congregate settings, as well as in the community, with sometimes devastating 
IMPACTS��)NFECTION�PREVENTION�AND�CONTROL�IS�A�COST�EFFECTIVE�METHOD�OF�REDUCING�4"�
transmission

p� )MPLEMENTING�EFFECTIVE�4"�INFECTION�PREVENTION�AND�CONTROL�CAN�BE�ACCOMPLISHED�IN�
manageable steps and will contribute to the overall protection of the health workforce, the 
community and vulnerable populations, from airborne disease transmission. Such efforts 
WILL�NOT�ONLY�PROTECT�AGAINST�4"�TRANSMISSION�BUT�ALSO�AVIAN�INßUENZA�3Ø23�AND�OTHER�
RESPIRATORY�DISEASES��	4HIS�MESSAGE�SHOULD�BE�TAILORED�TO�COUNTRY�SPECIÞC�CONDITIONS�TO�
include the greatest leverage points)

p� The international community has mobilized resources, including funding, tools and 
TECHNICAL�SUPPORT�TO�ASSIST�COUNTRIES�IN�ADAPTING�THE�7(/�)#�POLICY�TO�THEIR�SPECIÞC�
conditions and in achieving their IC implementation goals.

Advocacy Approaches:
p� 5SE�HIGH�LEVEL�MEETINGS�TO�ISSUE�A�CALL�FOR�ACTION�SHARING�DATA�ABOUT�4"�AMONG�(#7S�
p� 7ORK�WITH�5.Ø)$3�THE�()6�$EPARTMENT�AND�0%0&Ø2�PROGRAMMING�TO�ENSURE�UPTAKE�OF�

THE���)mS�STRATEGY�	INTENSIÞED�CASE�ÞNDING�INFECTION�CONTROL�AND�)04
�IN�-O(S�AND�.Ø#0S�
p� Use regional meetings, such as the African Union Health Ministers Meeting and East, 

Central and Southern African Health Community meetings to present the results of the 
PREVALENCE�SURVEY�DIRECTLY�TO�(EALTH�-INISTERS�AND�OTHER�SENIOR�HEALTH�OFÞCIALS

p� ØSK�5./$#�TO�TAKE�THE�LEAD�IN�ADVOCATING�TO�-INISTRIES�OF�*USTICE�ON�ISSUES�OF�4"�)#�IN�
prison setting and care of prison staff 

p� 2EQUEST�THAT�REGIONAL�ECONOMIC�ORGANIZATIONS�AND�REGIONAL�HEALTH�ORGANIZATIONS�PLACE�4"�
IC on the agendas of their Ministers of Health meetings and offer expert speakers.

Advocacy Opportunities and Entry Points:
p� World Health Assembly
p� 7(/�2EGIONAL�MEETINGS�OF�THE�.40S�AND�.Ø#0S
p� Country level annual meetings
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Example Box 2: An Example of Groups to Target 
Representing Professional Associations and Unions

Professional Associations and Unions
Professional associations representing HCWs are a critical target audience in the execution 
OF�A�GLOBAL�STRATEGY�FOR�MEASURING�4"�AMONG�(#7S�AND�MANY�OF�THEM�ARE�ALREADY�ENGAGED�
IN�4"�)#�ACTIVITIES��4HE�BROADER�)#�COMMUNITY�INCLUDES�A�NUMBER�OF�ORGANIZATIONS�WITH�WELL�
DEVELOPED�COMMUNICATIONS�SYSTEMS�THAT�CAN�GREATLY�INCREASE�THE�REACH�OF�4"�)#�MESSAGES��
Organizations representing doctors, nurses, hospital administrators, IC practitioners, 
architects, engineers and others, are well-networked at the international, national, and local 
levels and are excellent conduits for the dissemination of advocacy messages on the value of 
prevalence surveys among HCWs through publications and professional meetings as well as 
IC policies and protocols through training programs. With their vested interest in broad HCW 
SAFETY�ISSUES�THEIR�SUPPORT�CAN�HELP�BRIDGE�BETWEEN�4"�)#�AND�BROADER�)#�MESSAGES��

Priority Target Groups:
The Academy of Architecture for Health
American Thoracic Society (ATS)
Association of Practitioners in Infection Control (APIC)
European Respiratory Society (ERS)
Infectious Disease Society of America (IDSA)
International AIDS Society (IAS)
)NTERNATIONAL�#OUNCIL�OF�.URSES�	)#.

International Federation of Infection Control (IFIC)
International Federation of the Red Cross (IFRC)
International Hospital Federation (IHF)
)NFECTION�#ONTROL�ØFRICA�.ETWORK�	)#Ø.

International Academy for Design and Health (IADH)
World Medical Association (WMA)
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8.4 Effective Data Dissemination

In addition to targeting the appropriate audience, it is also recommended that effective 
information dissemination must also consider the role of opinion leaders and the willingness of 
THE�INFORMATION�RECIPIENTS�TO�ACCEPT�NEW�KNOWLEDGE�;$UGGAN�����=��4WO�FURTHER�ELEMENTS�TO�
address in the dissemination of data are:
1. The barriers to effective information dissemination created by information providers’ 

assumptions about their audience 
2. The need for communication to be to persons who share the same values, ideas, beliefs etc. as 

the person with whom they are interacting.

Table 8. Examples of effective data dissemination applicable to HCWs
Provider (TB-IC focal point) Recipient (HCW in a MDR ward)

Internal factors External factors External factors Internal factors
Change in behavior, 

attitude Cultural constraints Perceived relevance of 
the information

Information seeking 
style 

+NOWLEDGE�OF�4"�
IC effectiveness and 

measures

Socio-economic 
factors

0ARTICIPATION�IN�THE�4"�
IC action plan

Fear of stigma 
ATTACHED�TO�4"

Readiness to effect 
change for the facility 

or organization
Research-based data

Awareness of the 
BENEÞTS�	DECREASE�4"�

among HCWs)

Willingness to accept 
new ideas and change 

behavior

Concern for HCWs’ 
occupational health 

and welfare

Mandate or regulation 
to protect HCWs 

against exposure to 
4"

Opportunity 
for continuing 

education and data 
dissemination

+NOWLEDGE�OF�THE�
BENEÞTS�FOR�INDIVIDUAL�
health and well being

8.5 Use of Data

8.5.1 Use of Data at the Facility Level

ØT�THE�FACILITY�LEVEL�THE�PREVALENCE�OF�4"�AMONG�(#7S�CAN�BE�UTILIZED�TO�VALIDATE�THE�
effectiveness of IC measures such as managerial activities, administrative and environmental 
controls, the use of personal protective equipment and to make adjustments based on the 
results. The results of data at the facility level, when combined with knowledge, attitude and 
practice studies, can also be utilized to analyze the economic and psychological effects and 
POSSIBLE�BARRIERS�TO�THE�ACCESSING�OF�CARE�OF�SUSPECTED�AND�CONÞRMED�4"�CASES�AMONG�(#7S��
7HEN�THE�SURVEY�INCLUDES�MEASUREMENT�OF�KNOWLEDGE�SKILLS�AND�ATTITUDES�	+3ØS
��THE�EFFECTS�OF�
IN�SERVICE�EDUCATION�AND�OR�CONTINUING�EDUCATION�ON�4"�)#�CAN�BE�ASSESSED��4HE�LATTER�CAN�ALSO�
BE�DONE�WITH�A�SAMPLE�SIZE�SMALLER�THAN�THAT�NEEDED�FOR�A�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�

8.5.2 Use of Data at the Global level

ØT�THE�GLOBAL�LEVEL�THE�DATA�ON�4"�PREVALENCE�CAN�BE�USED�TO�DESCRIBE�THE�BURDEN�OF�DISEASE�
among HCWs at a point in time, or identify trends in the burden of disease. The data can also be 
USED�TO�ADVOCATE�FOR�HUMAN�AND�ÞNANCIAL�RESOURCES�POLICY�DECISIONS�CHANGES�IN�WORK�PRACTICE�
OR�OCCUPATIONAL�HEALTH�REGULATIONS�AS�WELL�AS�ADJUSTMENTS�AND�OR�REVISIONS�TO�4"�)#�POLICIES�AND�
guidelines. 
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ØT�THE�GLOBAL�LEVEL�RELEVANT�PARTNERS�AND�STAKEHOLDERS�SHOULD�BE�INFORMED�SUCH�AS�4"�#Ø2%�)�
AND�4"�#Ø2%�))�PARTNERS�	Ø43�&()�����*Ø4Ø�*(0)%'/�+.#6�4UBERCULOSIS�&OUNDATION�-3(�
0)(�0ROJECT�(OPE�5.)/.�52#�7(/
�0%0&Ø2�AND�THE�'LOBAL�&UND��/THER�POSSIBLE�CHANNELS�OF�
DISSEMINATION�TO�BE�CONSIDERED�INCLUDE��COUNTRY�SPECIÞC�PRESENTATIONS�PRESENTATIONS�IN�REGIONAL�
and international meetings and publications in peer-reviewed journals. 

8.6 Presentation of Results

&OR�THE�PRESENTATION�OF�RESULTS�WE�REFER�TO�PARAGRAPH������OF�THE�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��
A�HANDBOOK�;7(/�����=��&OR�(#7S�RESULTS�CAN�BE�SUMMARIZED�BY�THE�TYPE�OF�FACILITY�THE�TYPE�
OF�PROFESSION�EXPOSURE�TO�4"�PATIENTS�AND�AGE��%SSENTIAL�INDICATORS�ARE�GIVEN�IN���REVIEWS�;*OSHI�
�����"AUSSANO�����=�
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Chapter 9: Ethics & Strategies to Increase Participation Rate 
and Avoid Stigma 

9.1 Introduction

4HIS�SECTION�DESCRIBES�THE�ETHICAL�CONSIDERATIONS�SURROUNDING�THE�CONDUCTING�OF�4"�PREVALENCE�
surveys among HCWs. The main ethical issues and strategies to increase participation rate and 
AVOID�STIGMA�CAN�BE�READ�IN�CHAPTER����THE�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK�;7(/�
����=��#HAPTER���AND�3ECTION���OF�ØPPENDIX���DEAL�WITH�INFORMED�CONSENT�PROCESS��7E�HIGHLIGHT�
SOME�ISSUES�THAT�ARE�SPECIÞC�FOR�(#7S�OR�WHICH�HAVE�NOT�BEEN�MENTIONED�IN�THE�HANDBOOK�

9.2 Curricula on Ethics

Although ethical principles are universal, there are few tools available to help researchers learn 
ABOUT�THE�DEVELOPMENT�AND�PHILOSOPHY�OF�ETHICS�OR�ÞND�OUT�HOW�ETHICAL�PRINCIPALS�CAN�BE�APPLIED�
in a practical way. 

Two examples are given here:
1. .)(��3EE�HTTP���WWW�NIHTRAINING�COM�GCP�HTML
2. &()�����HAS�DEVELOPED�TWO�CURRICULA�TO�HELP�ÞLL�THIS�NEED��2ESEARCH�%THICS�4RAINING�#URRICULUM�

3ECOND�%DITION�;HTTP���WWW�FHI����ORG�TRAINING�EN�2%4#��INDEX�HTML=

This edition updates the curriculum on fundamental ethical considerations in the design 
and implementation of research involving human participants. It complies with the training 
requirements of major funders and national and international research organizations. The 
curriculum can be used either as an interactive self-study program or for participatory group 
training.

9.3 Ethical Issues in HCW Prevalence Surveys

3OME�SPECIÞC�ETHICAL�ISSUES�IN�CARRYING�OUT�4"�SURVEYS�ARE�DISCUSSED�IN�THE�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�
SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK�CHAPTER������;7(/�����=��7HEN�EMBARKING�ON�SURVEYS�OF�4"�AMONG�
HCWs, the following additional issues should be taken into account:

1. In nationwide prevalence surveys screening usually takes place in the community, while surveys 
among HCWs may happen in their own facilities. Therefore extra attention should be paid to 
anonymity

2. (#7S�HAVE�THE�RESPONSIBILITY�TO�PROTECT�OTHERS�AGAINST�4"�	NOT�TRANSMITTING�4"�TO�OTHERS
�BUT�
AT�THE�SAME�TIME�THE�RESULTS�OF�THE�SURVEY�SHOULD�BE�CONÞDENTIAL��4HEREFORE�(#7S�DIAGNOSED�
WITH�4"�SHOULD�BE�ENCOURAGED�TO�INFORM�THEIR�FACILITY�HEADS�AND�AT�THE�SAME�TIME�FACILITY�
heads should only get anonymous reports. (In community surveys, the local health authority is 
informed of the results)

3. (#7S�MAY�BE�MORE�TROUBLED�BY�THE�STIGMA�OF�4"�BECAUSE�OF�WORK�COMPLICATIONS�I�E��THEY�MAY�
not be able to work and they may be avoided by colleagues. 

4. &ACILITY�MANAGEMENT�MAY�BE�RELUCTANT�TO�ADDRESS�4"�AMONG�(#7S�SINCE�(#7S�CAN�ASK�FOR�
ÞNANCIAL�COMPENSATION��)T�IS�RARELY�POSSIBLE�TO�PROVE�THAT�A�(#7�CAUGHT�4"�BECAUSE�OF�THE�
work situation. However the compensation rules of the country and the facilities should be 
studied and discussed in advance 

5. In some settings persons with CXR abnormalities need to be treated, even when their culture is 
negative 

http://www.nihtraining.com/gcp.html
http://www.fhi360.org/training/en/RETC2/index.html
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6. )F�A�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�IS�COMBINED�WITH�A�SURVEY�ON�()6�THERE�ARE�ADDITIONAL�ISSUES�
a. )F�(#7S�ARE�()6�INFECTED�THEY�MAY�BE�ADVISED�NOT�TO�WORK�IN�4"�AND�OR�-$2�4"�WARDS��
*OB�RELOCATION�DUE�TO�THE�INCREASED�RISK�OF�GETTING�4"�IF�INFECTED�	E�G��IF�()6�INFECTED
�MAY�BE�
problematic due to stigmatization issues

b. ART use and IPT use should be considered according to national policy.

9.4 Stigma Related to HIV/AIDS

HIV/AIDS has been a highly stigmatized illness because of its associations with sexual behavior, 
drug use and the fact that in many places it disproportionately affects those considered outside 
THE�SO�CALLED�lMAINSTREAM�OF�SOCIETYm���INCLUDING�MEN�WHO�HAVE�SEX�WITH�MEN�	-3-
�SEX�WORKERS�
injection drug users (IDU) and migrant populations. Stigma can cause people to perceive 
INDIVIDUALS�WITH�OR�AT�RISK�OF�()6�AS�OUTSIDERS�REINFORCING�THE�FEELING�THAT�()6�INFECTION��COULDN�T�
HAPPEN�TO�ME���3TIGMA�CAN�MANIFEST�ITSELF�IN�A�VARIETY�OF�WAYS�FROM�IGNORING�THE�NEEDS�OF�A�
PERSON�OR�GROUP�TO�INßICTING�PSYCHOLOGICAL�OR�PHYSICAL�HARM�

A failure to deal with the issue of stigma may deter individuals from seeking voluntary counseling 
and testing or proper medical care. An emphasis on reducing stigma, particularly as it relates to 
women, is critical to eliminating discriminatory practices and laws, and to improving the quality of 
life for people living with or affected by HIV and AIDS.

Ø�FAILURE�TO�ADDRESS�THE�ISSUES�SURROUNDING�STIGMA�MAY�HINDER�ANY�PREVALENCE�SURVEY�OF�4"�AMONG�
HCWs, in that they will not come forward to be screened, and if screened they may fear the 
untoward consequences given the outcome of the screening.

&OR�()6�TESTING�SEE�SECTION������OF�THE�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�HANDBOOK�

 



Chapter 10: Budget Issues

2EGARDING�BUDGET�DEVELOPMENT�GUIDELINES�CAN�BE�FOUND�IN�THE�7(/�4"�PREVALENCE�SURVEYS��A�
handbook, Chapter 12 and an example in the handbook annex 4.

For HCWs budgeting may differ in the following components:
1. The sample size will be smaller.
2. $IAGNOSTIC�TOOLS�	#82�MACHINES�ÞELD�LABS
�WILL�NOT�BE�MOVED�FROM�COMMUNITY�TO�COMMUNITY�

(unless there is a mobile CXR unit available) but diagnostic tests may be done in one central 
facility in a district or other geographical area and HCWs in surrounding smaller facilities may 
be asked to travel to the central facility.

3. Diagnostic tests may be funded by the facilities as a duty of care to their staff.

Some opportunities to save on budget are:
 q Countries that have already completed or will complete nationwide surveys or that already 

have (or procured) equipment for active case detection in high-risk populations such as 
prisoners and refugees, since they may use the same equipment and staff. 

 q Utilization of routine health screening for HCWs, when this is already regulated. 
Some countries already screen HCWs annually or every two years. It would take some 
standardization efforts to adapt those routine events to a survey. 

 q Make the survey the start of routine HCW screening that should be funded by the facilities. 
Although data collection may be less standardized when compared to a separate research 
project, this method may be more sustainable. 
 

Funding opportunities for prevalence surveys among HCWs may be found in several categories:
1. Research funding
2. Organizations with a mission to protect HCWs, e.g. the International Labour Organization 

(ILO), Eli Lilly Partnership, the American College of Healthcare Executives, (ACHE), the 
International Hospital Federation (IHF) and local unions

3. &UNDING�FOR�4"�AND�()6�CONTROL�E�G��THE�"ILL�AND�-ELINDA�'ATES�&OUNDATION�AND�THE�'LOBAL�
Fund.

 

http://www.ilo.org/
http://www.ilo.org/
http://www.lillymdr-tb.com/
http://www.ache.org/
http://www.ihf-fih.org/
http://www.ihf-fih.org/
http://www.gatesfoundation.org/
http://www.globalfund.org/
http://www.globalfund.org/


Annexes: Example Registers and Forms 

The example needs to be adapted to the country situation and survey situation, with regard 
to the screening algorithm, the diagnostic tools available and the terminology of cadres. This 
example assumes that only HCWs with symptoms will be investigated with sputum smear, culture 
AND�#82��4HIS�WILL�GIVE�AN�UNDERESTIMATE�OF�ACTUAL�4"�POINT�PREVALENCE��)N�THE�EXAMPLE�4"�
screening will be combined with HIV screening.

Here one example screening register with summary and two forms are presented. Only 
the register has names and that form will not be collected by project staff. Other forms use 
IDENTIÞCATION�NUMBERS��)T�IS�ASSUMED�THAT�SCREENING�AND�SUSPECT�FORMS�DO�NOT�NEED�NAMES�FOR�
proper patient care, since the screening person will also use their regular clinical forms for clinical 
care. The individual screening forms will not be entered in a database. 

1. Register for screening of health facility staff:  
This register is a list of all staff which should be provided by head of facility and then be kept 
by the screening person. It contains names as the screening person should be able to identify 
who has not yet shown up and encourage them to come. It also registers the reasons for 
refusal, but this will not be collected by project staff. On this form, names can be linked to 
PERSONAL�IDENTIÞCATION�	0)$
�NUMBERS��4HE�0)$�NUMBERS�CAN�BE�ASSIGNED�CONSECUTIVELY�BY�THE�
facilities. The project will use a combination of the facility code and PID number.

2. Summary of the above register: 
Since the screening register contains names it cannot be shared with researchers. However, 
in order to assess bias in non-response and the reasons for non-response, this should be 
aggregated anonymously. In the example it was chosen to aggregate by cadre. It may also 
be possible to aggregate by other variables, although not too many at the same time, as this 
would require a full database which is not possible for people who decline.

3. 3CREENING�FORM�OF�(#7S�AND�TREATMENT�SUPPORTERS�FOR�4"�� 
4HIS�FORM�SHOULD�BE�ÞLLED�IN�FOR�EVERY�(#7�THAT�SHOWS�UP�FOR�SCREENING��IT�IS�NEEDED�TO�ASSESS�
THE�RISK�OF�4"��)T�USES�THE�PERSONAL�)$�NUMBER�FROM�THE�SCREENING�REGISTER�

4. (#7�4"�3USPECT�&ORM� 
4HIS�FORM�IS�APPLICABLE�TO�(#7S�WHO�ARE�4"�SUSPECTS��IN�ORDER�TO�MAKE�SURE�ALL�RESULTS�ARE�
COLLECTED�AND�IF�4"�TREATMENT�IS�STARTED�AND�COMPLETED��)T�USES�THE�PERSONAL�)$�NUMBER�FROM�
screening register.
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Annex 2 - TB screening among HCWs: Summary Participant 
Register 

&ACILITY��???????????????????.AME�OF�PERSON	S
�DOING�SCREENING��???????????????????????????
2EPORTING�PERIOD�	DATES
��??�??���??�TILL�??�??���??

HCW screened by cadre. To be abstracted from screening register. 

Cadre
.UMBER�

working in 
facility

.UMBER�WHO�
reported for 
screening

.UMBER�WHO�
signed informed 

consent

.UMBER�OF�
refusals

-/���-EDICAL�/FÞCER�
#/���CLINICAL�OFÞCER
.���NURSE�MIDWIFE�
A = administration/clerk
#$%�CLASSIÞED�DAILY�EMPLOYEE��
L = lab staff
%/���ENVIRONMENTAL�OFÞCER
ML = Medical Licensees
P = pharmacy
O = other
43���4"�TREATMENT�SUPPORTER
TOTAL

*driver, cleaner, kitchen, laundry, housekeeper, cleaner, guard

Reasons for refusals and how often they occurred:
.UMBER

Already screened elsewhere
Already on treatment
.OT�WILLING�TO�BE�SCREENED�IN�THIS�FACILITY
#ONÞDENTIALITY
Stigma
Other:
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Annex 3 - Screening Form: Screening of HCWs for TB 
(Adapted from TB CARE TB-IC Implementation Framework)

Identification

��� (EALTH�&ACILITY��????????????????????????����$ATE��??�??����??�

��� 3CREENER�INITIALS��??????????????????

��� 0ERSONAL�UNIQUE�NUMBER�??????????????????????????�	COPY�FROM�REGISTER


4. Written informed consent: �9ES �.O if no then stop!

��� $ATE�OF�BIRTH��??�??��?????�

6. Gender:  Male   Female

Exposure History in Jobs

7. Job title/type of employment: 

�-EDICAL�/FÞCER  Medical Licensee �.URSE�CLINICAL�/FÞCER�  Environmental 
Health Technologist

 Pharmacy Staff �#LINICAL�/FÞCER �#LERICAL�/FÞCER�
Administrative Staff 

�#LASSIÞED�$AILY�
Employees/Driver/
Security Guard

 Laboratory Staff  Treatment Supporter �/THER�SPECIFY�?????????????????????????

8. Current work location(s) (more than 1 answer possible):

 Administrative areas with no patient contact (e.g. separate building from the one with patients)

 Administrative areas with limited patient contact

 Maternity wards  Pediatric Wards

 General outpatients Department  Emergency Departments/Rooms
(Waiting room and/or consultation room and/or most areas of health centres)

�4"�/UTPATIENT�	$/4
�#LINICS �$ENTAL�%.4

 Intensive Care  Radiology

 Inpatient medicine wards  Surgical wards

�-$2�4"�7ARDS  ARV Clinic

 Laboratory  Pharmacy/dispensary

TB Contact

��� $ID�YOU�HAVE�DIRECT�CONTACT�WITH�4"�PATIENTS�IN�THE�LAST�YEAR �
(More than 1 answer possible)

�9ES�IN�OWN�HOUSEHOLD �9ES�OUTSIDE�HOUSEHOLD

�9ES�IN�HEALTHCARE�FACILITY  �.O  Do not know
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TB History

���� $ID�YOU�EVER�USE�MEDICATION�TO�PREVENT�YOU�FROM�DEVELOPING�4"�SUCH�AS�)SONIAZID�
preventive therapy: 

�9ES �.O  Unknown
If yes 
A�� IN�WHICH�YEAR�DID�YOU�TAKE�)04 �?????�
B�� DURATION�OF�TREATMENT��?????�WEEKS�MONTHS

���� ØRE�YOU�CURRENTLY�ON�4"�TREATMENT
�9ES �.O

���� $ID�YOU�EVER�HAVE�4"�DISEASE�	IF�CURRENT�ÞLL�YES
��
�9ES �.O  Unknown

 
If no, skip to next section on HIV
If yes can you tell about latest or current episode:
A�� $ATE�OF�DIAGNOSIS��??�??�????�	IF�UNKNOWN�TICK�HERE��  )
B�� 7HERE�WAS�YOUR�4"�DIAGNOSED �

  Government facility   ��.'/�FACILITY���  private facility  ��ELSEWHERE�SPECIFY��??????
C�� (OW�WAS�THE�4"�CONÞRMED �
d. Smear    yes    no    unknown
e. Culture    yes    no    unknown
f. Chest x-ray    yes    no    unknown
g. Other     yes    no  ��UNKNOWN�SPECIFY��?????????????????????
H�� 7HERE�DID�YOU�RECEIVE�TREATMENT�FOR�YOUR�4" �

 Government facility   ��.'/�FACILITY���   private facility  �ELSEWHERE�SPECIFY��?????????���
I�� 7HERE�WAS�THE�4"�NOTIÞED  own workplace  elsewhere  unknown
J�� 7AS�YOUR�4"�CURED  yes  no  unknown 
K�� (AVE�YOU�HAD�4"�MORE�THAN�ONCE �  yes  no  unknown

���� (AVE�YOU�EVER�BEEN�SCREENED�FOR�4"�AS�PART�OF�A�FACILITY�SCREENING����������������������
program or job entry screening?

�9ES�  �.O

a. If so, where?  This Facility  Other Facility  Don’t know
b. How often?  Only job entry �%VERY�???�MONTHS�  Don’t know
C�� 7HEN�WAS�THE�LAST�SCREENING �??���??�	MONTH�YEAR

D�� 7HICH�DIAGNOSTICS�METHODS�WERE�USED �????????????????

14. Are you part of a medical insurance scheme? �9ES�  �.O
)F�YES�DOES�IT�COVER�4"�SCREENING 

HIV Test and ARV Use

15. Have you ever been tested for HIV? �9ES�  �.O
���� $ATE�OF�LATEST�()6�TEST�??�??���??�)S�THIS�LESS�THAN���YEAR�AGO �9ES�  �.O
17. Latest HIV test result:  Positive �.EGATIVE  Unknown  not willing to disclose
a. If negative, never tested or unwilling to disclose: refer for voluntary counseling and testing

b. If HIV positive: are you currently using ART? �9ES �.O  not willing to disclose
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Other Risk Factors

18. Smoking history   
  
a. Current smoker: �9ES �9ES

  
b. If no, past smoker: �9ES �.O

19. History of diabetes:  

�9ES �.O �$ONmT�+NOW

TB Symptoms

20. Do you currently have any of the following symptoms? 
a. Cough �9ES �.O IF�YES��DURATION�??????????????DAYS

b. Cough with blood �9ES �.O IF�YES��DURATION�??????????????DAYS

c. Weight loss �9ES �.O IF�YES��DURATION�??????????????DAYS

D��.IGHT�SWEATS �9ES �.O IF�YES��DURATION�??????????????DAYS

e. Fever �9ES �.O IF�YES��DURATION�??????????????DAYS

f. Chest pain �9ES �.O IF�YES��DURATION�??????????????DAYS

g. Shortness of breath �9ES �.O IF�YES��DURATION�??????????????DAYS

H��/THER��????????????????????????????????????????? DURATION�??????????????DAYS

If the HCW has a cough for 2 weeks or more, or another combination of TB symptoms, consider 

TB suspect. For HCW known or suspected to be HIV infected, duration of symptoms is irrelevant.

���� )S�THIS�(#7�A�4"�SUSPECT� �9ES �.O  unknown If yes, fill suspect form.

ACTIONS (tick box if done): 
)F�4"�SUSPECT�REFERRED�FOR�SPUTUM�SMEARS�CULTURE�AND�#82�EVALUATION�TO�RULE�OUT�4"

&OR�4"�SUSPECTS�WHO�ARE�()6�NEGATIVE�OR�UNKNOWN��ARRANGED�()6�COUNSELING�AND�TESTING�

HIV test result date: __/__/__  positive  negative  unknown
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Annex 4 - Example TB Suspect Form

��� (EALTH�&ACILITY��??????????????????????�$ATE��??�??����??
��� 0ERSONAL�UNIQUE�NUMBER�??????????????????????????�	COPY�FROM�REGISTER

3. Where was the staff referred for testing? 

a. Sputum smears  own facility �ELSEWHERE��WHERE �???????????
b. Sputum culture  own facility �ELSEWHERE��WHERE �???????????
c. CXR  own facility �ELSEWHERE��WHERE �???????????
(this question is needed to collect outstanding results)

4. Test results
Date 

sputum 
collected

Date 
of 

result
Result

Smear 1  Positive ��.EGATIVE�  Unknown �.$
Smear 2  Positive ��.EGATIVE�  Unknown �.$
Culture 1  Positive ��.EGATIVE�  Contaminated  Unknown �.$
Culture 2  Positive ��.EGATIVE�  Contaminated  Unknown �.$
Chest X-ray �.ORMAL�   Cavitary �)NÞLTRATE�  Miliary

 Pleural Effusion ��/THER�SPECIFY��???????????????�� �.$
Indicate ND if not done

��� $OES�THE�EMPLOYEE�HAVE�ACTIVE�4"�DISEASE� �9ES �.O If yes continue. If no STOP.

Encourage HCWs to disclose positive results to department in charge or facility in charge; 
but stress that project will not do this. 

��� 3ITE�OF�ACTIVE�4"�DISEASE��
�05,-/.Ø29�ONLY  Extra-pulmonary only  �"OTH�PULMONARY�AND�EXTRA�PULMONARY

��� $OES�THE�STAFF�HAVE�BACTERIOLOGICALLY�CONÞRMED�-$2�4" �9ES �.O  Unknown

��� 7HEN�DID�4"�TREATMENT�START �??�??�?????

��� 7HERE�IS�THE�(#7�OBTAINING�4"�TREATMENT�   Own Facility �%LSEWHERE��??????????�  �$+

10. Was the HCW hospitalized? �9ES �.O �$+ )F�YES�HOW�LONG �??????DAYS �$+

���� 7HERE�WAS�THE�CASE�NOTIÞED   Own Facility �%LSEWHERE��??????????�  �$+

12. How many days was the HCW on sick leave? �????????�DAYS  �$+

���� 4REATMENT�OUTCOME��ASSESSED�DATE��??�??�??
a.  Cure  Treatment Completed
b.  Default  Death  Failure  Transfer  Other

���� ØNY�REMARKS ?????????????????????????????????????�
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Annex 5 - Example Summary Results

Indicator name .UMERATOR .O Denominator .O %
1 HCW who had 

DOCUMENTED�4"�
screening 

.UMBER�OF�(#7�WHO�
were screened 

.UMBER�OF�(#7�
working in facility 

2 HCW with any past 
4"�DISEASE�	LIFETIME�
prevalence)

(#7�WITH�PAST�4"�
disease

HCW who were 
screened

3 (#7�WITH�4"�DISEASE�
in last 5 years

(#7�WITH�4"�IN�LAST���
years

HCW who were 
screened

4 0ROPORTION�4"�SUSPECTS (#7�WHO�WERE�4"�
suspects during 
screening 

HCW who were 
screened

5 Proportion complete 
smears

(#7�WITH�SUSPECTED�4"�
who had documented 
smear examination 

HCW who had 
DOCUMENTED�4"�
symptoms(=HCW 
WITH�SUSPECTED�4"


6 Proportion complete 
CXRs

(#7�WITH�SUSPECTED�4"�
who had documented 
CXR 

HCW who had 
DOCUMENTED�4"�
symptoms (=HCW 
WITH�SUSPECTED�4"


7 Proportion complete 
culture

(#7�WITH�SUSPECTED�4"�
who had documented 
culture 

HCW who had 
DOCUMENTED�4"�
symptoms (=HCW 
WITH�SUSPECTED�4"


8 0REVALENCE�OF�TOTAL�4"�
among HCW

.UMBER�OF�(#7�WITH�
ANY�TYPE�OF�4"
Total

.UMBER�OF�(#7�
screened
Total

9 Prevalence of 
bacteriologically 
CONÞRMED�4"

.UMBER�OF�(#7�WITH�
smear or culture positive 
4"

.UMBER�OF�(#7�
screened

10 Cases of multidrug-
RESISTANT�4"�AMONG�
HCW

HCW with drug resistant 
4"

.UMBER�OF�(#7�
WITH�ACTIVE�4"

11 (#7�WITH�ACTIVE�4"�
DISEASE�PLACED�ON�4"�
treatment

.UMBER�OF�(#7�PLACED�
ON�4"�TREATMENT

.UMBER�OF�(#7�
WITH�ACTIVE�4"
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